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ABSTRACT
In today’s complex workplace, organizations have implemented mentoring programs to
serve the needs of employees by providing career development and personal support. Mentoring
relationships provide a variety of vocational, psychosocial and role modeling functions to
protégés. Previous educational psychology research has examined the role of mentoring as it
relates to self-regulation, self-efficacy, career promotions, motivation and other constructs.
Epistemic cognition relates to the understanding of the nature of knowledge and knowing.
Epistemic cognition relates to the development, in which one’s understanding of knowledge
evolves from a belief that knowledge is finite, must be passed down by expert authorities toward
an understanding that knowledge is infinite, and grows through the exchange of ideas.
This study sought to examine a relationship between epistemic cognition and mentoring.
Ample research demonstrates that mentoring supports the construction of knowledge in the
workplace. However, there is a gap in the literature to provide understanding that the
psychosocial, career development and role modeling functions of mentoring influence the
understanding of the nature of knowledge and knowing. This study attempts to fill that gap, and
through focus groups, better understand the mentoring experiences of higher education
administrators and the way these experiences shape their understanding of the nature of
knowledge. While the data did not reveal a causal relationship between mentoring functions and
epistemic beliefs, a correlation was found between role modeling mentoring functions and
simple knowledge epistemic beliefs as well as beteween psychosocial mentoring functions and
certain knowledge epistemic beliefs. Further, focus group data provided rich description of
mentoring interactions leading to development in the epistemic belief categories of certain
knowledge and omniscient authority.
iii
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The workplace is growing in complexity, worker stress, and health care costs while
employers are experiencing a decrease in individual employee performance and organizational
effectiveness (Sosik and Godshalk, 2000). Entering the world of work as a young adult, or
advancing in one’s career, forces one to take on new tasks in both their careers and their personal
lives for which one might not be prepared (Kram, 1983). One way in which employers have
attempted to address these changing needs is the implementation of formal mentoring programs
(St-Jean, Radu-Lefebvre, & Mathieu, 2018). There is ample research in the area of mentoring in
educational psychology and other fields. However, several gaps in the literature remain. While it
is widely studied that mentoring provides those new to the workplace with career development
and psychosocial support and in the construction of knowledge, there has been little investigation
as to how the mentoring functions shape the perception of workplace knowledge among
emerging professionals. Further, while research has demonstrated that organically grown
mentoring relationships can be more effective than assigned mentorships (Baugh & FagensonEland, 2008; Desimone, et al., 2013), there is a need for more study as to which mentoring
functions are most significant for emerging professionals to seek, particularly in terms of their
epistemic cognition.
Mentoring
Mentoring is a critical component of learning in early adulthood and can greatly enhance
development through the mid-career stage of adults (Kram, 1983). Mentoring relationships are
specifically developmental (Johnson, 2007). Since the 1980s, mentoring research has focused
1

specifically on developmental dyadic relationships; however, most individuals rely upon a
network of multiple individuals (Higgins & Kram, 2001). Kram (1983) identified nine
developmental functions of mentoring, divided into the two categories of career and
psychosocial. The five career functions include sponsorship, exposure and visibility, coaching,
protection, and challenging assignments. The four psychosocial functions are role modeling,
acceptance and confirmation, counseling, and friendship (Kram, 1983, p. 614). These functions
are not evenly distributed throughout the mentoring relationship. Rather, they begin in the first
phase, Initiation, and are maximized in the second phase of cultivation (Kram, 1983, p. 622).
Mentoring is especially important for those in the developmental phase of emerging
adulthood. Arnett (2000) describes emerging adulthood as encompassing the ages of 18 through
29, and can be in part described as the phase in which individuals no longer think of themselves
as adolescents, but do not quite yet see themselves fully as adults. It is a period of
experimentation and exploration marked by instability and unpredictability including high rates
of mobility and residential change compared to other age demographics (Arnett, 2000). In this
phase of emerging adulthood as individuals move from the status of student to the status of
professional, navigating the norms of the workplace, from friendships to microagressions, can be
difficult to navigate, and the individuals may benefit from a mentoring relationship to help guide
them through (Pillemer & Rothbard, 2018; Phillips & Adams, 2018). Phillips & Adams (2018)
caution against faculty mentors assuming that their work as mentor is complete upon a student’s
graduation, however, they further note the importance of not assuming the graduate wants their
guidance and should only offer such when it is requested.
Mentoring begins with a relationship between a mentor and a protégé, that is beneficial to
the academic/career development and psychosocial development of both participants in the dyad
2

(Kram, 1983; Wang & Millward, 2014; Sosik & Godshalk, 2000). However, mentors and
protégés come together by a variety of means, both formal and informal. In fact, the “process
awareness about people and information often arrive when needed and relevant information and
insights often come from unexpected sources,” (Wang & Millward, 2014, p.99). The mentoring
relationship, in other words, is not necessarily systematic in how the two members are
connected. Rather, its success can depend heavily upon the leadership approach of the mentor
(Sosik & Godshalk, 2000), the learning goal orientation (LGO) of the protégé (St-Jean, et al.,
2018) and the recognition by the protégé that she has a “genuine problem to solve, a ‘barrier’ to
overcome or they are highly motivated to achieve a personal goal,” (Wang & Millward, 2014, p.
99). Finally, it is the responsibility of the mentor to know when the protégé no longer needs the
scaffolding provided by the relationship (Kram, 1983, Wang & Millward, 2014).

Epistemic Cognition
The study of what is now known as Epistemic Cognition essentially began with Perry
(1970) identifying a model of intellectual and ethical development in college students, tracing
their development across positions from absolutism to relativism, and eventually a commitment
to relativism. (Kitchener and King, 1981). While Perry expected to find differences in the
educational experience to be explained by personality, instead, he determined that observed
differences were better explained by the students’ intellectual development (Hofer, 2016). The
Perry scheme identifies nine positions of intellectual and ethical development which in turn
“cluster” into four categories of dualism, multiplicity, contextual relativism, and commitment to
relativism (Hofer, 2016). In dualism, learners believe there to be absolute right and wrong
answers to intellectual and ethical questions, and ascribe to their teachers and authorities the
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responsibility to convey the correct information (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). In the first position
within duality, it is perceived that there is an unquestioned and absolute truth to be conveyed,
while in the second position, the learner comes to understand that there are different perspectives
and beliefs as to what answer is “right,” but attribute that to some such positions simply being
wrong (Moore, 2002).
The first major shift within the scheme begins with the transition from position two to
three, moving into multiplicity, or a modification of dualism in which the learner begins to
recognize diversity and uncertainty. In the third position, learners believe that it is possible that
experts and authorities may not have yet found the right answer leading to uncertainty about a
truth that will eventually be known (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). In the fourth position, multiplicity
extends from answers being as-of-yet unknown to being perceived as unknowable, or “outside
the realm of authority. An individual at this position is inclined to believe that all views are
equally valid and that each person has a right to his or her own opinion (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997,
p.91).” Such an individual is inclined to interpret this lack of clarity as justification that all
answers are equally right with no arbitrary basis for determination (Moore, 2002).
Relativism is described by Hofer and Pintrich (1997) as the “watershed” of the scheme.
First, in the fifth position of pseudo-relativism, it begins to emerge that rather than a dualistic
world with some exceptions, we inhabit a world that is “essentially relativistic and concept
bound,” with few black-and-white exceptions (Moore, 2002, p. 21). More significantly, in
position 6, contextual relativism, the concept of “self as an active maker of meaning” begins to
emerge to the learner (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997, p. 91). At this position, knowledge is understood
by the learner to be relative, contextual, contingent upon particular circumstances, and dependent
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on the point of view of the person actively “knowing” the knowledge (Moore, 2002; Hofer &
Pintrich, 1997).
Finally, in the commitment within relativism which contains the final three positions,
learners begin to commit to this understanding that they must actively make meaning of
knowledge and conceptualize, take responsibility for their own constructed beliefs rather than
ascribing responsibility to other authorities, and understand that the acquisition and development
of knowledge is ongoing ( (Moore, 2002; Hofer & Pintrich, 1997).

Relationship Between Mentoring and Epistemic Cognition
There have been multiple studies that have called on further research into the relationship
between mentoring and epistemic cognition, (Olsson, Cruickshank & Collins, 2017; Clayton &
Myron, 2013; Lodewyk, 2015; & Christian, Berry, & Kearney, 2017) however, these research to
date has examined primarily the impact of the mentors’ epistemic beliefs on their effectiveness
and the quality of the mentoring relationship. To date, there is a lack of any research on the
impact of mentoring on the epistemic beliefs of the protege, a gap that this study seeks to
address.
The purpose of this study is to improve understanding of the effects of psychosocial,
career development, and role modeling functions of mentoring on the epistemic beliefs of higher
education administrators. A modified explanatory sequential mixed methods design will be used
that involves first collecting quantitative results, and subsequently collecting qualitative results
that will explain the quantitative data in greater depth. In addition to the explanatory qualitative
data, additional qualitative results will further describe the mentoring relationships and
experiences, as well as the epistemic cognition of the participants.

5

This dissertation proposal is comprised of three chapters. The first presents an overview
of the proposed research. The second chapter will provide the theoretical framework and review
of literature on mentoring and epistemic cognition, including the measurement of mentoring
functions and epistemic beliefs. Finally, the third chapter will explain the mixed methods
research methodology that will be used, including the rationale and process for participant
selection, instrumentation, data collection, data analysis, and integration of quantitative and
qualitative findings.

6

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This literature review will provide an overview of the extant literature on mentoring and
epistemic cognition. This will include an overview of the philosophical roots of mentoring, the
association of mentoring in social cognitive theory, including self-efficacy, as well as sociocultural theory, followed by an elaboration of research regarding mentoring relationships and
functions, and the role of mentoring in such areas as flow, encoding, productive success and
failure, and motivation. Following, this chapter will explore the development of research in
epistemic cognition and the need for cognition. Finally, this review will discuss the call for
research into the impact of mentoring relationships on epistemic cognition, the measurement of
mentoring functions, and the complexity of measuring epistemological beliefs.
Mentoring is a critical aspect of career development. Inquiry into its impact on
epistemology can help organizations develop more effective mentoring programs and empower
emerging professionals to seek out the most significant mentoring functions. This review of
literature will begin with an exploration of the philosophical Mentoring is a social and dialogic
process, firmly rooted in social cognitive, and socio-cultural theories, in which a more
experienced individual serves as a role model and teacher to one with less experience. In the
most basic sense, “mentoring refers to interactions between more experienced mentors and less
experienced protégés,” (Schunk & Mullen, 2013, P. 362). Johnson (2007) defines mentoring as
“good developmental relationships that promote socialization, learning, career advancement,
psychological adjustment and preparation for leadership (p. 4).” Kram (1983), recognizes that
the mentoring relationship is as impactful on the mentor as on the protégé. The mentoring
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relationship can lead to psychosocial as well as career development (Kram, 1983). Likewise,
Appelbaum, Richie, & Shapiro (1994) describe mentoring as a dynamic and mutually beneficial
relationship between two people. Kram (1983) writes that being a mentor is “an opportunity at
midlife to redirect one’s energies into creative and productive action that can be responsive to the
(protégé’s) salient concerns,” and “to review and reappraise the past by participating in a
younger adult’s attempts to face challenges of early adulthood (p. 609). The mentoring
relationship can lead the student to develop both in their career as well as psychosocially (Kram,
1983).
Epistemic cognition, or “what individuals think knowledge is and how they think that
they and others know it,” (Hofer & Bendixen, 2012), p. 227) should be a critical goal in the
mentoring relationship. “Epistemological beliefs relate to the nature and scope of knowledge,
including how it can be acquired and what is and can be known. These beliefs are fundamental to
how individuals engage with learning and teaching, (Olsson, Cruickshank, & Collins, 2017).”
The process of incorporating personal epistemology into the mentoring relationship should be an
incremental process by which the mentor provides Vygotskian scaffolding to lead the protégé on
a difficult path (Olsson, et al., 2017). Awareness of epistemic cognition and epistemic beliefs in
the mentoring relationship helps the protégé exercise higher-level thinking in their career goals
as well as in their psychosocial development. The impact mentors may have on protégés’
personal epistemology is important because, “the relative sophistication of one’s epistemic world
view may impose a developmental constraint on one’s moral reasoning, (Bendixen, Schraw, &
Dunkle, 1998), p. 197).”
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Philosophical Roots of Mentoring
Mentoring fits directly within the philosophies of Socrates, Plato, Locke, Freire, and
Rousseau. Through dialogue, the protégé gains wisdom by identifying what they do not know.
Through modeling, the protégé develops habits which lead to skills needed in both their career
and personal growth. By approaching dialogue through problem-posing means, mentors can
facilitate critical consciousness in the protégé, identifying barriers to individual success and
ultimately impacting society to reduce the impact of societal demands on individual freedom.
While these philosophical roots provide a road map, educational psychology provides a means of
conveyance by which the mentoring relationship can meet these philosophical goals.
A hallmark of Socrates is his belief that wisdom comes through dialogue. Over the course
of his life, he sought out men who were perceived to be wise to engage them in dialogue. The
more he learned through dialogue, the more he came to understand the limits of his own
knowledge, and to believe that those who are wisest are in fact those who recognize what they do
not know (Johnson and Reed, 2012, p. 19). Socrates used dialogue as a tool for problem finding
(Morrell, 2004, p. 549). In this way, as a mentor and protégé participate in dialogue, the mentor
can assist the mentee in identifying problems and gaps in their knowledge. Dialogue becomes the
basis for Cruddas’ working alliance and Rhodes’ trusting, empathetic relationships (Rhodes, et
al, 2006; Cruddas, 2005).
In using dialogue for finding, Socrates would ask for definitive answers to complex
questions as an effort to expose inconsistent thinking on the part of his students (Morrell, 2004).
This is consistent with Socrates' goal of increasing wisdom by identifying through dialogue what
one does not know. It is also consistent with Plato’s goals of combating ignorance in which a
person makes meaning by what they perceive under what may be a false assumption that it is
9

real. In the Allegory of the Cave, Plato describes uneducated persons as if they were chained to a
cave, observing false shadows that they perceive to be their reality. Education according to Plato,
“involves breaking those chains and leading a person from the cave into the bright sunshine. The
good teacher does this through a dialectical process leading the student as far as he or she is
capable. (Johnson and Reed 2012, p. 20).”
Seventeenth century philosopher John Locke has had a tremendous impact on western education,
and his philosophy applies directly to the mentoring process. According to Johnson and Reed
(2012), Locke’s contributions in Some Thoughts Concerning Education which he published in
1693 “are now accepted as near commonplaces of contemporary educative thought (p. 41).”
These claims include, as cited in Johnson and Reed (2012):
1. “Education is something that adults do to children. As such, the educative process is, at
heart, hierarchical, with authority residing in the hands of the adult.”
2. “Education is dependent on the securing the right habits of thought and action.”
3. “Children learn more by example than by mere telling. Thus, it is crucial to create an
environment in which children can learn from the example of their elders.”
4. “Cognitive development in children tends to proceed from part to whole and from
concrete to the abstract (p. 42).”
Locke strongly objected to education through reading and writing any more than
necessary. Instead, he suggested “Seek out somebody that may know how discreetly to frame his
manners, place him in hands where you may, as much as possible, secure his innocence, cherish
and nurse up the good, and gently correct and weed out any bad inclinations and settle in him
good habits (Johnson & Reed, 2012).” This ‘somebody’ would fulfil the psychosocial, cognitive
and identity roles of the mentor in Rhodes’ model (Rhodes, et al., 2006). John Locke identified
virtue as the highest purpose of education, in that it is the responsibility of educators to prepare
young people to assume their place in society. Virtue, wisdom and “breeding” were far more
important to Locke to a student’s future success than actual content learning (Johnson & Reed,
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2012). The mentoring relationship will serve to help the protégé develop the skills and habits to
succeed in society.
Paulo Freire believed that the banking system of education, by which a teacher deposits
knowledge into the minds of students, is not only educationally ineffective, but also serves to
maintain a power imbalance in society. In this system, the students are not conscious beings but
rather a passive participant receiving deposits of knowledge from a world that the student is in,
but cannot influence. (Johnson and Reed, 2012, p. 197-199). Diemer and Li (2011) view critical
consciousness as a means by which students, and in the case of their study, marginalized youth,
learn to both understand and act to change the environment in which they live. By replacing
“banking” with “problem-posing” education, Freire maintains that students are not only aware of
the impact that they have in the world, but also with intentionality to act as a change agent within
that world (Johnson and Reed, 2012, p. 201). With dialogue, problem-posing education can
break down the oppressive characteristics of banking education, by allowing the student to teach
as well as learn and the teacher to learn as well as teach. Freire is also clear that these roles are
not dichotomous, but in fact whether the student is in the teacher or learner role, the method
remains cognitive and active. In fact, in the Cruddas (2005) model problem-posing education and
student empowerment are critical components of the mentoring relationship. Similarly, in the
DeCoster & Brown (1982) model, it is specifically the task of the protégé and not the mentor to
identify their own level of development as well as personal and career goals.
The implications of critical consciousness are wide reaching, with Diemer and Li (2011)
identifying associations between critical consciousness and mental health, school engagement,
occupational attainment, and racial, socioeconomic, and generational disparities. From an
educational psychology perspective, it creates an opportunity for students to be part of their own
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process of “becoming” (Johnson and Reed, 2012, p. 204). This is consistent with Schachter and
Rich (2011) emphasis on the need for the students to be active participants in the development of
their own identity. As the protégé engages with the mentor in dialogue, one can integrate newly
acquired knowledge and skill into their self-definition of their identity. However, Freire takes
problem-posing education further in that not only is it possible for the student to reinvent oneself,
but also to have an impact on the world in which they live.
Rousseau believed that achieving balance between societal demands and individual needs
is a central focus of education (Johnsohn & Reed, 2012). In the short term, that balance is
achieved by guiding the student to preserve as much of their free will as society will allow, while
in the long term, reaching a critical mass by which society itself is transformed. In this
transformation, a general will would develop for society that “must regulate social cooperation in
accordance with the common good, but at the same time be a free expression of the will of the
individual whose behavior it governs (Mehta, 2004, p. 86).” In a sense, this general will is in a
sense a precursor to Freire’s critical consciousness. Both philosophers, writing three centuries
apart, were influenced by societal norms of their times. However, both focused on removing
barriers to freedom for the individuals who they sought to educate (Johnson & Reed, 2012;
Mehta, 2004).
Advances in the arts and sciences, according to Rousseau, inhibited rather than enhanced
progress towards a general will. Such advances increase the individual’s social dependence, and
“have tended to deny and thus alienate modern beings from this natural capacity,” for freedom
(Johnson & Reed, 2012, p. 50). As this natural capacity diminishes, so too does the individual’s
capacity for self-love, which Rousseau describes as consisting of both preservation of the self
and valuing of the self (Mehta, 2014). Rhodes (2006) offers a model which addresses each of
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these aspects of self-love in the mentor’s role in identity education (preservation of self) and
social and emotional development (valuing of self). DeCoster & Brown (1982) further challenge
the protégé to consider what Rousseau would refer to as “self-love” in the expectation that the
protégé identify their own levels of development and set specific goals for their individual career
and personal development.
Mentoring can be seen as a tool for cognitive development. While mentoring is often
studied from a variety of disciplines ranging from education to entrepreneurial studies, its effects
can be understood in terms of educational psychology theory. Mentoring facilitates the
development of self-regulation and self-efficacy consistent with social cognitive theory Schunk
& Mullen, 2013, St-Jean et al., 2018). This skill development is true not only for the protégés,
but for the mentors as well (Schunk & Mullen, 2013). Additionally, mentoring relationships
provide scaffolding to help the protégé learn and develop through the zone of proximal
development both cognitively and psychosocially to possess the skills they need to meet the
challenges that they will face in their careers and other aspects of their lives (Wang & Millward,
2014).
Theoretical Roots of Mentoring
There are several terms for mentor and protégé that are used in the literature. For the
former, the terms mentor, coach and sponsor may be used interchangeably, or with nuanced
differences in meaning. In the case of the latter, protégé, mentee, and student are often used. To
maintain consistency throughout this study, mentor will refer to the more experienced and
protégé to the less experienced partners in the relationship dyads. Mentoring is deeply rooted in
two of the seminal theories of educational psychology, Bandura’s social cognitive theory and
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (Wang and Millward, 2014).
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Social Cognitive Theory
Social cognitive theory provides a perspective by which to analyze human motivation,
thought and action (Bandura, 1986). Mentoring is highly compatible with Bandura’s social
cognitive theory as the mentor facilitates the protégé’s development of self-regulation skills
through assisting with self-observation, self-judgment and self-reactions through the processes of
metacognitive goal-setting, self-evaluations of progress and self-efficacy (Schunk & Mullen,
2013). Self-observation is the “deliberate attention to specific aspects of one’s behavior,” selfjudgement is the comparison of “current performance with a standard,” and self-reaction is the
evaluation of one’s own performance (Schunk and Zimmerman, 1997). Another key component
to social cognitive theory is agency, the idea that one can intentionally “make things happen”
through one’s own actions (Bandura, 2000, p. 2). Agentic action evolves through social
modeling. As individuals find and identify new agentic ways to solve problems, these are
modeled to others, increasing the success of such action (Bandura, 2000, p. 21).
Modeling, which Bandura (1986) says “has always been acknowledged to be one of the
most powerful means of transmitting values, attitudes, and patterns of thought and behavior (4748),” is a key element of mentoring. Vicarious rewards and failures do not motivate as strongly
as their direct counterparts; however, motivation is heightened when there is a greater perception
of similarity between the learner and the model (Bandura, 1986, pp. 302-303). One may
therefore surmise that if a protégé perceives a strong enough similarity between herself and her
mentor, there will be a greater motivation to learn from the mentor’s failures and successes.
More specifically, the protégé’s learning goal orientation and the protégé’s perceived similarity
to their mentor positively impact their self-efficacy (St-Jean, et al. 2018). The mentor as role
model provides the social, or external, source of the development the protégé’s self-regulatory
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skills, and the mentoring relationship provides the scaffolding for these skills to shift to the self,
or internal, sources over the four levels of social cognitive theory (Schunk and Mullen, 2013).
The success of this process is enhanced by the perception of the protégé that their mentor is like
themselves, improving their ability to see themselves as capable of achieving that which is
achieved by their mentor (Wang and Millward, 2014; Schunk and Mullen, 2013; St-Jean, et al.,
2018).
Lent, Brown, & Hackett (1994), adapt social cognitive theory into one of career
development, the social cognitive career theory. In this context, mentoring may help a protégé,
for example, negotiate incongruence with their working environment. The social network of the
employee may help them find the correct balance in exerting agency to shape their environment,
and in increasing their flexibility to tolerate the discorrespondence between themselves and their
workplace culture (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994, p. 116).
Self-efficacy is a key component of social cognitive theory. The individual’s perception
of their level of ability is a social construct in which the learner compares oneself to others in
determining their relative aptitude. Aside from people being agents of action, people also selfexamine the actions they take through metacognitive reflection activity (Bandura, 2000, p. 10).
To perform this self-reflective function, people depend upon their own “beliefs in their capability
to exercise some measure of control over their own functioning and over environmental events,
(Bandura, 2000, p.10).” These beliefs, which Bandura refers to as efficacy, are what he considers
the foundation of human agency, impacting social cognitive theory. These beliefs partially
influence the decisions people make in which activities and challenges to pursue, and which
environments to enter (Bandura, 2000). Self-efficacy does not, however, in and of itself promote
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dualism, but rather can be prosocial in influencing people to put the benefit of others over their
own self interest (Bandura, 2002).
In this way, personal agency “operates within a broad network of sociostructural
influences” in which people are both the cause and effect of social systems (Bandura, 2002, p.
278). These social systems, and their effects on self-efficacy and collective efficacy may vary
across cultural and gender boundaries, but exist across cultures, impacting the decisions people
make regarding managing one’s circumstances and contributions to the greater society (Bandura,
2002). In this way, self-efficacy as a trait is neither static nor passive, but are ever-changing,
varying by a variety of performance domains, personal, behavioral, and other contextual factors
(Lent, Brown, & Hackett,1994). Because self-efficacy is not static, educational interventions can
positively impact the construct and improve self-efficacy among students. These interventions
are most effective when they are grounded in social cognitive theory (Van Dinther, et al, 2011).
Additionally, it has been observed that enactive mastery experiences, or authentic
successes in a particular situation, are the strongest influencer of self-efficacy (Van Dinther, et
al, 2011); however, other research found the impact of mastery experience may be tempered by
the students’ own interpretations of the meaning of that success, arguing instead that it is the
perceived mastery that is the predictor of self-efficacy (Grigg, et al, 2018). Similarly, while
Propst and Koesler (1998) state that “self-efficacy can also be increased by vicariously
experiencing the modeling behaviors and performances of others (p. 321), Van Dither, et al
(2011) found only mixed evidence to support this argument. Regardless of the impact of
vicarious experience on self-efficacy, it is well established that “people must, therefore, assess
their capabilities in relation to the attainment of others (Bandura, 1993).” Clearly, while evidence
varies contextually on the predictors of and influences upon self-efficacy, evidence supports that
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it is highly influenced by social interactions and could be highly impacted by interventions such
as mentoring.
Socio-Cultural Theory
Mentoring, like several other models of professional development are deeply rooted in
the Vygotskian concept of social mediation. (Shabani, 2016). The concept of mediation implies
that outside factors can influence a learner’s growth and development (Vygotsky, 1978). Much
of this development occurs within the zone of proximal development. Each function in a
learner’s development appears first on a social level, and subsequently on the individual level
(Vygotsky, 1978). In the mentoring relationship, it is often assumed that the mentor has greater
knowledge than the protégé in the areas of knowledge for which the protégé is seeking help. The
gap between what the protégé knows and what they wish to, and are able to, learn is the zone of
proximal development, as identified by Vygotsky as the distance between a learner’s actual
development and the level to which they can develop under the guidance of someone more
capable (Daniels, 2001; Robbins, 2001). “The mentoring model is closely related to Vygotsky’s
revolutionary concept of the ZPD.
The concept of ZPD implies that a less knowledgeable person (i.e. learner, novice, and/or
tutee) gets engaged in developmental changes through interaction with a more significant other
which can be a mentor, teacher, teacher educator, trainer, observer, and so on. The more
significant other pushes the novice into the most proximal level of development while providing
the attuned assistance, (Shabani, 2016), p. 6).” The learning process for the protégé in the
mentoring relationship is always forward moving as all experiences, positive and negative, create
the potential for learning and development. While the protégé learns in a continuous process, the
mentor’s learning process may at times be continuous and at others, intermittent. Throughout this
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process of ongoing communication between the protégé and mentor, the gap in their knowledge
and development fluctuates growing closer or more distant based upon positive factors that
support the learning process and hindrances to the process of learning such as fixed mindset, fear
of failure, anxiety, low self-esteem and expectations, lack of resilience, lack of flexibility,
negative self-image, or “underdeveloped strengths, resources, and talents,” (Wang and Millward,
2014, p. 104). This gap in knowledge is related to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development and
is identified by Wang and Millward (2014) as the zone of proximity in relationship, or “the
metaphorical space of the degree of closeness and dependency” in the relationship between
mentor and protégé (p. 105).
Scaffolding is the combination of tools of support that a teacher or mentor provides to
allow a protégé to act within the zone of proximal development in order to accomplish what the
protégé is not yet able to do unassisted (Shabani, 2016). The scaffolding which occurs within the
ZPD, and by extension, the ZPR contributes as well to cognitive apprenticeships which “move
beyond domain-specific knowledge and procedures to help protégés acquire a deeper
understanding of concepts, engage in problem-solving processes, and learn how to apply skills
independently in diverse settings,” (Schunk and Mullen, 2013, p. 369). In practice, this process is
metacognitive in which the mentor and protégé discuss the protégé’s understanding of the
problems faced and the potential solutions. It is critical that in this process, the mentor is focused
on the learning process of the protégé and not simply providing a solution to the problem (Wang
and Millward, 2014). While scaffolding is a major component of this process, not all activity
occurring between a mentor and protégé in the ZPD involves scaffolding. The mentor “can assist
a learner with comprehension by providing additional resources to support or scaffold the
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learning process, while the learner may use other methods, including imitating others while in
the ZPD to move out of the state of disequilibrium, (Clapper, 2015).”
Sense, Meaning, and Perezhevanie
“Word sense - broader and more dynamic than word meaning - is characterized by
different laws of unification and fusion...Senses infuse or influence one another such that one is
contained in or modifies the other, (Vygostky, 1934).”
By discussing the meaning of language in terms of meaning and sense, Vygotsky creates
a terminology to explain something that is both profound and perhaps in a way already known
but not expressed. McCafferty (2018) explains that in private speech, Vygotsky considered sense
to outweigh meaning in the words used. The concept of perezhevanie, and the lived experience
or how a person interacts with their environment has a direct relationship with language. The
emotions that attach to a word or concept will vary from person to person that while the meaning
of the word may be shared, the zsense of the word will vary. For second language learners, the
more similarities the languages share, the more meaning/sense parallels there will be
(McCafferty, 2018, p. 81). By extension, the more divergent the language systems are, the more
diversity there may be in meaning and sense. Likewise, it stands to reason that the more
divergent the shared experience between two people's lived experiences, the more divergent the
sense that they experience with a lexical unit will be. Besides the experiences in learning of
formal languages, this may extend to understanding jargon in the workplace, or understanding
each other in a spirit of social justice with the sense attributed to certain terms.
Michell (2016) describes perezhevanie through the refractive lens of the unity of a child
and her environment. In other words, the individual and their environment together comprise a
complex system in which the lived social and emotional experience occurs. When the child is
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interacting with a more knowledgeable other within this environment, both individuals, in a
sense learn from each other. In this case, each person (as a teacher-learner) is sharing each’s own
thoughts through speech and gesture. The words have both a shared meaning, framed by the
speaker’s experiences, and refracted by the listener’s perezhevanie (Vygotsky, 1934; Michell,
2016). Likewise, the words also have a sense that is refracted uniquely by each of the
participants. For each, the sense of the spoken words and gestures will both be personal to each
participant, as neither will share exactly the same experiences to shape how they perceive the
messages. Further, as time passes and each individual garners more lived experiences, the
refracted meanings and evolving sense of a word will continue to change (Michell, 2016). This
refraction occurs as well within the mentoring relationship among two adults as it does between
teacher and child.
Mentoring and Social Mediation
Mentoring, like several other models of professional development, is deeply rooted in the
Vygotskian concept of social mediation. (Shabani, 2016). The concept of mediation implies that
outside factors can influence a learner’s growth and development (Vygotsky, 1978). When
considering perezhevanie, or the “lived experience” of the learner, it becomes more evident that
outside factors in fact MUST influence a learner’s growth and development. This relates closely
to the temporality aspects of Freire’s critical consciousness. Freire (2005) believes that people
are not limited to the natural sphere of the world, but are part of the creative world as well in
which one can “intervene in reality in order to change it, (p. 4).”
Much of this development occurs within the zone of proximal development. Each
function in a learner’s development appears first on a social level (intermental), and subsequently
on the individual level (intramental) (Vygotsky, 1978). In the mentoring relationship, it is often
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assumed that the mentor has greater knowledge than the protégé in the areas of knowledge for
which the protégé is seeking help. The gap between what the protégé knows and what they wish
to, and are able to, learn is the zone of proximal development, as identified by Vygotsky as the
distance between a learner’s actual development and the level to which they can develop under
the guidance of someone more capable (Daniels, 2005; Robbins, 2001). “The mentoring model is
closely related to Vygotsky’s revolutionary concept of the ZPD. The concept of ZPD implies that
a less knowledgeable person (i.e. learner, novice, and/or tutee) gets engaged in developmental
changes through interaction with a more significant other which can be a mentor, teacher, teacher
educator, trainer, observer, and so on. The more significant other pushes the novice into the most
proximal level of development while providing the attuned assistance, (Shabani, 2016), p. 6).”
The learning process for the protégé in the mentoring relationship is always forward moving as
all experiences, positive and negative, create the potential for learning and development.
While the protégé learns in a continuous process, the mentor’s learning process may at
times be continuous and at others, intermittent. Throughout this process of ongoing
communication between the protégé and mentor, the gap in their knowledge and development
fluctuates growing closer or more distant based upon positive factors that support the learning
process and hindrances to the process of learning such as fixed mindset, fear of failure, anxiety,
low self-esteem and expectations, lack of resilience, lack of flexibility, negative self-image, or
“underdeveloped strengths, resources, and talents,” (Wang and Millward, 2014, p. 104). This gap
in knowledge is related to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development and is identified by Wang
and Millward (2014) as the zone of proximity in relationship, or “the metaphorical space of the
degree of closeness and dependency” in the relationship between mentor and protégé (p. 105).
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Scaffolding is the combination of tools of support that a teacher or mentor provides to
allow a protégé to act within the zone of proximal development in order to accomplish what the
protégé is not yet able to do unassisted (Shabani, 2016). The scaffolding which occurs within the
ZPD, and by extension, the ZPR contributes as well to cognitive apprenticeships which “move
beyond domain-specific knowledge and procedures to help protégés acquire a deeper
understanding of concepts, engage in problem-solving processes, and learn how to apply skills
independently in diverse settings,” (Schunk and Mullen, 2013, p. 369). In practice, this process is
metacognitive in which the mentor and protégé discuss the protégé’s understanding of the
problems faced and the potential solutions. It is critical that in this process, the mentor is focused
on the learning process of the protégé and not simply providing a solution to the problem (Wang
and Millward, 2014). While scaffolding is a major component of this process, not all activity
occurring between a mentor and protégé in the ZPD involves scaffolding. The mentor “can assist
a learner with comprehension by providing additional resources to support or scaffold the
learning process, while the learner may use other methods, including imitating others while in
the ZPD to move out of the state of disequilibrium, (Clapper, 2015).”
Mentoring Relationships
The mentoring relationship is most likely to form between a young adult in early career
and a more mature adult who is mid-career in her profession, and the relationship “has the
potential to enhance career development and psychosocial development of both individuals,
(Kram, 1983, p. 613).” In addition to identifying the four phases of the mentoring relationship,
(initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition), Kram (1983) identified nine functions of the
mentoring relationship. Five of these functions are those facets of the relationship which serve to
promote career success and advancement (career functions) and four enhance the participants’
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competence, identity, and effectiveness (psychosocial functions). The five career functions are
sponsorship, exposure and visibility, coaching, protection, and challenging assignments. The
four psychosocial functions are role modeling, acceptance and confirmation, counseling and
friendship (Kram, 1983).
Those mentoring relationships that provide all the nine career and psychosocial functions
are referred to as “‘primary’ mentoring relationships are characterized by increased levels of
commitment by both the mentor and the protégé and are seen as more critical for personal
development, (Noe, 1988, p. 473).” However, in most mentoring relationships, some but not all
of the mentoring functions are present, and when it is the psychosocial functions which are
absent, mentoring relationships lack the intimacy needed for full effectiveness (Noe, 1988).
The mentoring relationship develops to form an intimate and emotional bond between the mentor
and protégé (Kram, 1983). These relationships require a significant level of trust and respect
through the sharing of information, resources, and expectations (Hudson, 2016). Haines (2003)
describes the mentoring relationship as including teaching, sponsorship, encouragement,
counseling, and befriending. It has been demonstrated that women have a harder time finding a
mentor (Haines, 2003), and that not every senior manager or employee is inclined to become a
mentor (Burke, 1984). Ayree, Chay, & Chew (1996) found that altruism, positive affectivity, an
organizational reward system, and opportunities to interact on the job, as well as the interaction
between these elements, are positive predictors of becoming Kram (1983) defines the mentoring
relationship as taking place in four phases. Initiation and Cultivation are the key phases in which
most of the mentoring takes place, while Separation and Reinvention occur as the mentor and
protégé end and subsequently redefine their relationship. During the initiation phase,
expectations are set through dialogue between the mentor and protégé, and these expectations
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begin to be met by both parties (Kram,1983). It is in this phase that the mentor may begin to
provide the scaffolding necessary for the protégé’s development (Robbins, 2001), that the
protégé can determine their current level of development (DeCoster & Brown, 1982), and the
protégé can begin asking problem-posing questions (Diemer & Li, 2011). Following the
initiation phase which can last up to six months is the cultivation phase. Cultivation can last
between two and five years and is the period in which the mentor and protégé maximize the
career development and psychosocial functions of the relationship (Kram, 1983). During the
cultivation phase, both parties continue to benefit from the relationship through increasing
opportunities for meaningful and frequent interaction and a deepening emotional bond
(Kram,1983).
Sosik and Godshalk (2000) found that this can be achieved more readily when the mentor
practices transformational leadership behaviors. Specifically, they found that there is a “negative
correlation between job related stress and high functioning transformational leadership behavior
by the mentor (p.380).” This dynamic is explained in part by the protégé’s view of the mentor as
a source of wisdom, and the strong emotional attachment that forms between the mentor and
protégé (Sosik & Godshalk, 2000, p. 381). This emotional attachment comes from the charisma
associated with transformational leadership. Charisma, in this context, is an “accumulation of
basic truths, purposes and meanings via experiences and self-awareness over time (Sosik &
Godshalk, 2000, p. 382).”
The timing of the phases of the mentoring relationship as well as Sosik and Godshalk’s
findings regarding transformational leadership tied closely to the temporality aspects of Freire’s
critical consciousness. Freire (2005) believes that people are not limited to the natural sphere of
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the world, but are part of the creative world as well in which one can “intervene in reality in
order to change it, (p. 4).”
The formation of the mentoring relationship and the transformational leadership behavior
of the mentor form through dialogue (Kram, 1983; Sosik & Godschalk, 2000). The relationship
and its success depend on empathy, and if the empathy between the parties is broken, the
relationship becomes “loveless, arrogant, hopeless, mistrustful, acritical, (Freire, 2005, p. 41).
This also would indicate laissez-faire behaviors on the part of the mentor (Sosik & Godshalk,
2000) by which the mentor is no longer providing the scaffolding necessary to support the
protégé’s growth and development. As this occurs, the zone of proximity of relationship expands
due to the hindering effect of the mentor’s behavior (Wang & Millward, 2014) and the mentoring
relationship enters the separation phase (Kram, 2013).
Conversely, when the mentor and protégé share the teacher and student roles with mutual
empathy and engage in dialogue, the opposite occurs. The dialogue and empathy as well as the
relationship itself provides the support needed by the protégé to face their personal and
professional challenges (Sosik & Godshalk, 2000), and the relationship continues in the
cultivation phase (Kram, 1983).
A key component to the mentoring relationship is the motivation to mentor. Larson et al
(2016), particularly in relation to women mentoring women, identifies six categories of mentor
motivation: self-interest, empowering women, being a responsible citizen, compassion, selfawareness, and longing for meaningfulness. Johnson (2007) recommends that it is better to
create a culture in which mentoring is encouraged and rewarded rather than imposing the
expectation to mentor (p. 225). Burke (1984) takes this a step farther in asserting that not all
managers should be mentors as they may lack the necessary characteristics to meet the needs of a
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protégé, a position he reverses with McKeen when they assert that every manager should mentor
a protégé eight to ten years their junior, be evaluated on their mentoring ability, and be trained
and held accountable for providing the mentoring functions both for the protégé and to meet their
own needs (Burke & McKeen, 1990). Mentoring is unselfish, altruistic, interpersonal and
voluntary in which the mentor and protégé receive personal and organizational benefits
(Appelbaum, et al, 1994). Larsson, Pettersson, Eriksson & Skoog (2016) identify six categories
of motivation for female mentors: self-interest, empowering women, being a responsible citizen,
compassion, self-awareness, and longing for meaningfulness (pp. 21-22).”
Types of Mentoring Relationships
While many organizations have established in some form a formal mentoring program,
research shows that informal mentoring relationships are often the most successful. For example,
protégés in informal relationships report more career related support and higher salaries than
those in formal pairings (Chao, Walz, & Gardner, 1992). When mentors and protégés are paired
by a process established by the organization, they often lack the affect-centered attraction that
make informal, organically formed mentoring relationships work (Hu, Wang, Chen,& Jiang,
2016). Further, Qian, Han, Wang, Li, & Wang (2014) found that the higher quality relationship
that exists between mentor and protégé, the less frequent burnout is experienced by the members
of the dyad.
Social Networks, Personal Boards and Peer Mentoring
Beyond traditional dyadic mentoring, peer coaching in which critical friendships develop
among equals leads to the building of positive holding environment, creating success and
internalizing skills through peers scaffolding for each other, leads to higher levels of selfawareness and adaptability for members of the relationship (Parker, Kram, & Hall, 2014). Social
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networks create multi-level, multiple dyadic networked relationships that are more reciprocal
than traditional mentoring relationships (Higgins & Kram, 2001). These networks are most
successful when there are strong relationship ties among the participants (Higgins & Kram,
2001). Within these peer networks, Kram and Isabella (2018) identified three major categories:
the information peer who primarily provides information, the collegial-peer who provides career
feedback and strategizing as well as friendship, and the special peer, providing the emotional,
support, personal feedback, and confirmation.
Another variation on the traditional mentoring relationship is the creation of a social
network in which the protégé draws various mentoring functions from several more experienced
individuals instead of only one. In the personal board model, the “full-service mentor” shares the
inner-circle with both a personal advisor and career advisor, who provide strong psychosocial
and career support respectively. This inner-circle is augmented with an outer circle including
personal and career guides who provide infrequent support, and role models who, perhaps
without knowing, provide indirect inspiration and instruction (Shen, Cotton, & Kram, 2015).
Mentoring Functions Received
Mentoring functions received by protégés were identified by Kram (1985) and described in
the two categories of career development and psychosocial. The career functions included
sponsorship, exposure-and-visibility, coaching, protection, and challenging assignments.
Psychosocial functions included role modeling, acceptance-and-confirmation, counseling, and
friendship (Kram, 1985, p. 614). Subsequent research, however, has further divided the
categories into three, with role modeling standing on its own rather than part of psychosocial
functions (Hu, Pellegrini & Scandura, 2011; Castro & Scandura, 2004; and Scandura, 1992). The
level of these functions received by the protégés can vary widely based on numerous factors.
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One relationship is a strong alignment between self-regulated learning goals and mentoring
(Schunk & Mullen, 2013).
In general, individuals with mentors have greater levels of career satisfaction,
opportunities and mobility than their non mentored counterparts (Fagenson, 1989). Additionally,
the learning goal orientation of the protégé and the protégé’s perceived similarity to the mentor,
have a positive impact on self-efficacy, while an absence of psychosocial functions will result
negatively on psychosocial outcomes (St-Jean, Radu-Lefebvre & Mathieu, 2018). The effortoriented beliefs of mentors are significantly more influential on the psychosocial support for
protégés than it is on the career support. (Weinberg, Mulki, & Lankau, 2015).
Sosik & Godshalk (2000) found a high correlation between the mentor’s transformational
leadership skills and the protégé’s learning goal orientation and expected career balance. This
relationship is further influenced by the protégé’s perception of the mentor’s transformational
leadership skills. In a study of 217 mentoring dyads, protégés who most overestimated their
mentor’s skills were rated lowest in both career satisfaction and psychosocial support, while
those who underestimated the skill reported higher levels of psychosocial support, career
development, and achieving their aspirations (Sosik & Godshalk, 2000). Significantly, it has also
been found that a mentor’s growth in their own transformational leadership skills within the
mentoring process is significantly related to career support and role-modeling functions (Chun,
Sosik & Yun, 2011).
In the mentoring process, mentoring may only necessarily occur when a learner
recognizes that there is a problem they must solve and are highly motivated to achieve a goal. In
the process, the mentor should help the protégé solve this problem without solving it for them, in
a process that may be irritating and distressing before the goals are met (Wang & Millward,
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2014). As the process of mentoring continues, certain factors will support the learner’s growth
while others will hinder the process. It is for this reason that the transformational leadership skill
of the mentor may be important.
Mentoring and Flow
The alleviation of job related stress as described by Sosik and Godshalk (2000) can also
be explained in part by flow theory. Achieving equilibrium between the challenges one faces and
the skills that one possesses is referred to as “flow” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Flow occurs when
an individual is facing specific challenges that demand specific skill based responses. Flow is
determined personally as by matching challenges faced to skills possessed. If skills are fully
involved in meeting challenge, flow occurs. As challenges increase, without engaging skills,
person moves from apathy to worry to anxiety. Skill use without facing challenges moves from
relaxation to boredom to apathy (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Flow theory is particularly relevant to
mentoring because the “’subjective reality’ of individuals provides a unique account of people:
what it is to be a learner, what they do and think, and how they feel about themselves and their
changing lives. (Wang and Millward, 2014, p. 92).
Flow activities provide for immediate feedback (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997), and the mentor
can provide this immediate feedback, where the feedback serves as scaffolding within the zone
of proximal development increasing what the protégé can do without help and reducing the zone
of proximity in relationship (Wang and Millward, 2014). “A...mentor attempts to support the
learner to achieve a ‘flow’ state with a balance between the challenge of the task and the skills of
the learner. This notion resonates with Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development where
effective scaffolding works within the distance of what a learner can do, with and without help
(Wang and Millward, 2014, p. 92).” As the protégé continues to grow, and works as needed with
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the mentor to develop the necessary skills to meet the challenges they face, the protégé begins to
achieve self-sufficiency, or ‘flow’ (Wang and Millward, 2014), until the protégé no longer needs
nor benefits from the scaffolding of the mentoring relationship which then enters the separation
phase (Kram, 1983). Flow can occur in any of the three main structures of everyday life:
production, maintenance and leisure (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997), and the mentoring relationship
can guide the protégé toward flow in each of these structures, whether the individual is with
friends and acquaintances, family or alone, yet there remains a gap in the research regarding the
particular mentoring functions affecting flow. In this way, mentoring is a collaborative process
of learning in which the mentor can “bring existing knowledge to (proteges) by coconstructing it
with them (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, p. 199).”
Encoding
Encoding is the process of placing information into long-term memory. According to the
chapter, encoding of complex information can be enhanced through metacognitive processes.
(Bruning, et al., 2011). Regulation of cognition consists of highly automated processes in adults
which may be more limited by one’s ability to reflect than by one’s ability to regulate. One might
argue, however, that an adult learner’s regulatory processes can continue to develop through
enhanced modeling of regulation of cognition within a mentoring relationship. Although an adult
may already have automated systems of self-checking, goal setting, summarizing and other
strategies, (Bruning, et al., 2011), a mentor may able to guide and model new, more effective
metacognitive processes..
One way in which this modeling may work has its roots in Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory. Wang and Millward (2014) describe the zone of proximal development within the
mentoring context as a “zone of proximity in relationship.” Can a mentor use such modeling as a
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form of scaffolding to help an adult learner to develop the skills needed to encode increasingly
complex information can be guided in increasingly complex metacognitive strategies? As the
mentoring relationship progresses, the learner can be expected to utilize the strategies to which
they are guided by their mentor more independently. As the learner uses the strategies
independently over time, these processes will also become more automated.
Productive Success, Productive Failure and Mentoring
Kapur (2016) identifies unproductive failure as the conditions that exist in which neither
student performance nor learning are maximized in either the short- or long-term (p. 290). Kapur
mentions pure discovery as an example of unproductive failure because the search for learning
by the student without guidance may result in either poor outcomes or none at all. Kapur
cautions, however, that just because unguided problem solving is ineffective, there may be some
benefits derived from the method under the right circumstances (p. 291). Further, the author
cautions against the leap that direct instruction is the automatic answer as other methods may
yield better results (pp. 291-292).
Productive failure refers to conditions in which performance is maximized in the long
term, but not in the short term (Kapur, 2016, p. 289). Productive failure involves both a problem
solving phase as well as a consolidation phase (p. 292). Evidence from classroom studies show
that there may be a benefit to having students attempt to solve problems prior to instruction on
the concept. While in the short term, the students may be unsuccessful in solving a problem,
however, following instruction, there is evidence that those who attempted to problem solve first
demonstrate better conceptual understanding (p. 292). Unproductive success maximizes shortterm learning without maximizing learning in the long term (Kapur, 2016, p. 290). Unproductive
success methods may include drill and practice, or memorizing dictionary definitions (p. 290).
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The author suggests that direct instruction may be an example as well of unproductive success
which outperforms discovery learning but underperforms both productive failure and productive
success (p. 295). The author concludes that while direct instruction reduces cognitive load, it
does so at the expense of encoding, deep understanding and transferability of the knowledge
gained (p. 296).
The learning which occurs through productive success and productive failure, to be most
fruitful, must occur with just the right balance in the amount of guidance received by the learner.
Too much guidance toward success results in unproductive success, while too little will result in
unproductive failure. The gap between what the protégé knows and what they wish to, and can,
learn is the zone of proximal development, as identified by Vygotsky as the spiraling distance
between a learner’s actual development and the level to which they can develop under the
guidance of someone more capable, (Wang & Millward, 2014). It is critical that in this process,
the mentor is focused on the learning process of the protégé and not simply providing a solution
to the problem. This process occurs in the form of a spiral of metacognitive feedback loops.
When communication is taking place within these relationships, the mentor is facilitating the
protégé’s metacognitive process of developing their own solutions to problems (Wang &
Millward, 2014, p. 104). In this regard, the mentoring relationship can be understood as a tool to
facilitate productive success or productive failure by guiding the mentee through learning why
the outcome occurred as it did.
Achievement Goal Theory
Motivation was perceived at the beginning of the 20th century, according to Weiner
(1990), as what moves “a resting organism to a state of activity (p. 617).” Early psychologists,
therefore sought to understand motivation as a drive from a “need state” in which an unmet need
motivated an organism to seek a solution to an ideal state in which the organism can again rest
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contentedly (Weiner, 1990). In later years, this understanding has evolved into “the study of why
individuals or organisms behave as they do: What gets their behavior started, and what directs,
energizes, sustains, and eventually terminates action, (Graham & Weiner, 2012, p. 367). This
paper will explore the development of the Achievement Goal Theory approach to the study of
motivation, including the evolution of motivation theory, contemporary findings, and future
directions in achievement goal research to further understanding of motivation in education.
An area of emphasis among many current researchers in achievement goal theory derives
from studying the adaptive and maladaptive impacts of the goal orientations. Senko and Dawson
(2016) found in a meta-analysis that performance-approach goals produce a mixed effect.
Adaptive effects of performance-approach goals include higher competence perceptions, greater
use of self-regulation, and the use of deeper and more adaptive learning strategies. Conversely,
maladaptive effects include greater self-handicapping, help avoidance, maladaptive surface
strategies, negative affect, and anxiety (p. 583). When pursuing mastery goals, students are
seeking the development of competence through improving on prior results, maximizing
potential, or learning something new while those working toward performance goals are merely
seeking to demonstrate their existing level of competence (Senko and Dawson, 2016). Bardach,
Oczlon, Pietschnig, and Luftenegger, (2019) found a positive correlation between mastery
approach goal structures and mastery avoidance goals. Similarly, a positive relationship was
found between mastery approach goal structures and performance-approach goals, but only a
trivial relation between mastery approach goal structures and performance-avoidance goals
(Bardach, Oczlon, Pietschnig, and Luftenegger, 2019).
Furness (2018) studied the implications of mastery approach goals as a predictor of
career adaptability in adults. He found, however, no relationship between mastery goal adoption
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and career adaptability, nor did mastery climate perceptions predict career adaptability via
mastery goal adoption, although this may be indicative of a small sample and effect size for the
study. In contrast to Furness’ findings, Janke and Dickhauser (2019) found a positive
relationship between situation-specific achievement goals, context specific achievement goal
orientations, and generalized goals associated with life aspirations. While the relationship
between achievement goals and achievement goal orientations had been well investigated prior
to their study, Janke and Dickhauser (2019) found that both extrinsic and intrinsic life aspirations
are predictive of achievement goals. Tan, Au, Cooper-Thomas, & Aw (2015) examined the
relationship between newcomer socialization, learning goal orientation, and communal goal
strivings. The results showed learning goal orientation predicted positive information seeking
behavior and communal goal strivings predicted relationship-building, networking, and increased
social and organizational learning (Tan, et al, 2015).
Achievement goal theory relates directly to the mentoring relationship (Turban & Lee,
2007). As achievement goal theory addresses how goals are pursued (Dweck & Leggett, 1988), it
impacts one’s willingness to seek opportunities to mentor and be mentored (Turban & Lee,
2007). Those with a strong learning goal orientation are more inclined to risk failure, a trait,
according to Turban & Lee (2007) that will increase the likelihood of pursuing a mentoring
relationship, either as the mentor or the protege (p. 42). Godshalk and Sosik (2003) found that
the psychosocial and career development mentoring functions received were related both to the
learning goal orientation of the mentor and the mentee. Egan (2005) explored the alignment or
misalignment of the role modeling of mentors related to the learning goal orientation of proteges
among 143 mentor-protege dyads. Egan (2005)found that learning goal similarity between the
mentor and protege was associated with the highest levels of goal commitment reported by
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proteges, as well as higher levels of influence than reported by proteges with lower learning goal
orientation than their mentors or those with higher levels of learning goal orientation than their
mentors. Further, the study reported that proteges with similar learning goal orientations to their
mentors reported higher levels of both enacted and desired managerial aspirations, and higher
levels of career satisfaction than those who possessed lower levels of learning goal orientation
than their mentors (Egan, 2005, pp. 497-500). Finally, St-Jean, Radu-Lefebvre, & Mathieu
(2018) report that there is a strong relationship between similar mentor-protege learning goal
orientation and entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Further, they find that subsequent to the ending of
the mentoring relationship, those proteges with lower learning goal orientation than their mentors
actually decline in entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
Measuring Mentoring Functions
Noe (1988) was among the first to measure mentoring functions based upon Kram’s
theory. Using a 32 item instrument, Noe attempted to assess the perception of protégés regarding
the career and psychosocial functions that their mentors provided. Questions included items such
as “mentor has shared history of his/her career with you . (coaching),” “I try to imitate the work
behavior of my mentor. (role model),” and “mentor reduced unnecessary risks that could threaten
the possibility of becoming a school principal or receiving a promotion. (protection),” (Noe,
1988, p. 468). An exploratory factor analysis was conducted, and following a varimax rotation,
three of the 32 questions were excluded as more than 50% of the participants selected the “don’t
know” response for each (Noe, 1988, p.467). The factor analysis confirmed that 14 of the items
moderately or strongly loaded onto the first psychosocial factor which included role modeling,
counseling, acceptance and confirmation, and coaching; with another seven loading moderately
or strongly onto the second career development factor included functions such as protection,
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exposure and visibility, sponsorship, and challenging assignments . An additional eight items did
not load onto either factor with clarity (Noe, 1988).
As a result, participants reported receiving the psychosocial benefits of their mentoring
relationship, but received limited support in the areas of career functions. Further, participants
reported that limited time was spent with their mentors, and that organizations should temper
expectations of an assigned primary mentorship, as it is unlikely that a protégé will receive the
same level of mentoring as they would from an organic, informally established mentorship (Noe,
1988). Chao, Walz, and Gardner (1992), also utilizing Noe’s (1988) instrument, found that
protégés in informal mentoring relationships reported greater career support than protégés in
formal mentoring relationships. Another key finding was that mentors matched with protégés of
a different gender reported more effective use of the mentoring relationship than did dyads of the
same gender (Noe, 1988, p. 475).
The Mentoring Functions Questionnaire, or MFQ, (Scandura, 1992), consists of an 18item mentorship scale. Scandura’s instrument included items such as “my mentor has taken a
personal interest in my career,” “I try to model my behavior after my mentor,” and “I have
admired my mentor’s ability to motivate others.” (Scandura, 1992, p. 171). A factor analysis
with orthogonal varimax rotation confirmed a 3 factor model in which all questions loaded onto
either psychosocial, career development, or role modeling factors. Scandura (1992) found an
empirical link between vocational mentoring and promotions, as well as a relationship that
psychosocial support from mentors is related to higher salaries (p. 173).
The MFQ as developed by Scandura (1992) was reduced to a 15- item scale (Scandura &
Ragins, 1993), and subsequently shortened to the nine-item MFQ-9 each of the same three
factors with three items loaded onto each of the factors (Hu, 2008). Pellegrini and Scandura
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(2005) investigated the factorial stability of protégés who were satisfied or unsatisfied with their
mentors. While the testing supported the three factor model, the instrument was found to be more
accurate in measuring mentoring functions among protégés who are dissatisfied rather than
satisfied with their mentors. Hu (2008) used the measure to assess mentoring function
differences across genders, selecting the instrument in part because it has been validated using
both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. Hu (2008) found that the MFQ-9
demonstrates factor invariance indicating that both male and female protégés perceive mentoring
support “as consisting of vocational support, psychosocial support, and role modeling (p. 203).”
Epistemic Cognition
Epistemic cognition is thought about knowledge and knowing, ranging from a belief that
knowledge is finite and certain to infinite and evolving, and whether it is provided by an expert
authority or constructed by any learner (Hofer & Bendixen 2012). It begins in childhood with
early applications of logic, argument, and trying to understand others, and continues to evolve
into adulthood (Greene, Sandoval, & Braten, 2016). In adulthood, epistemic cognition becomes
specific to the individual disciplines which form when humans converge and collaborate around
the exchange of ideas, leading to an emergence of knowledge and normative practices, allowing
people to match their epistemic cognition within the norms and contexts in which the thinking
occurs (Greene, Sandoval, & Braten, 2016).
Epistemic Cognition and Gender
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1986) expanded Perry’s scheme through a
study of 135 women to better identify gender differences in epistemic development. Their study
led to the identification of five epistemological positions: silence, received knowledge,
subjective knowledge, procedural knowledge, and constructed knowledge. While the latter four
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positions are comparable to Perry’s dualism, multiplicity, relativism, and commitment to
relativism respectively, the addition of silence is significant. Clinchy (2002) identifies this level
not as a stage of development, but rather the absence of epistemic development. It remains,
however, because while it is abnormal, it has been found through subsequent research to be
common, particularly among disempowered women (Clinchy, 2002, pp. 65-66).
While Perry (1970) and Belenky, et al. (1986) developed models based on single-sex
studies, Baxter Magolda’s (1992) Epistemilogical Reflection model introduced “gender-related
patterns across ways of knowing (Baxter Magolda, 2002, p. 101).” The four stages identified by
Baxter Magolda (1992), absolute knowing, transitional knowing, independent knowing, and
contextual knowing, correspond with Perry’s and Clinchy, et al.’s post-silence positions;
however, Baxter Magolda introduces both gender specific understandings and relationship
components. For example, Baxter Magolda found that more men than women used the mastery
pattern in the absolute knowing phase in which there was an expectation that peers debate and
quiz on material taught. Conversely, more women expected peers to be supportive through
asking questions at this level of epistemological reflection (Baxter Magolda, 2002). This
expectation can have significant implications within mentoring relationships.
Hofer and Pintrich (1997) compared the research of Perry, Belenky, and Baxter Magolda,
comparing and contrasting the stages and positions of epistemic cognition. Perry’s positions of
Dualism, Multiplicity, Relativism, and Commitment Within Relativism correspond closely but
not identically to Baxter Magolda’s Absolute Knowing, Transitional Knowing and Contextual
Knowing, and likewise with Belenky et al.’s Silence/Recieved Knowledge, Subjective
Knowledge, Procedural Knowledge (connected knowing and separate knowing), and
Constructed Knowledge (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). A key difference between the models is
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whether the focus is on the nature of knowledge and truth itself, or the source of knowledge and
truth. In the latter, greater emphasis is placed on the relationship between the self and the source
of knowledge, as well as the way in which the knower is transformed in their sense of selfunderstanding through their changing understanding of knowledge (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997).
Making sense of the nature of knowledge and better understanding sources of knowledge are a
key area in which mentoring can potentially have an impact on epistemic cognition and warrants
further study.
The study of what people think about knowledge and knowing is not straightforward, and
as a construct is extremely complex, creating difficulties in its study, particularly in its overlap
with the construct of metacognition. (Barzilai & Zohar, 2014). As such, Barzilai & Zohar (2014)
recommend that when researching epistemic cognition, it is important to identify the specific
facets to be measured, match the measurement method to the specific facets, measure each facet
in similar contexts, and account for moderating and mediating factors. Hofer (2016) noted that
while there remain concerns about the nature of the construct of epistemic development, those
concerns have become more refined than previously explored. Challenges that remain range
from a lack of consensus in the terminology used in epistemic cognition (including the name of
the field), refining the theoretical models, increasing awareness and expanding the audience for
this research (Hofer, 2016).
Bendixen & Rule (2004) in proposing an integrative model for personal epistemology,
identify three key elements for a mechanism for change: epistemic doubt, epistemic volition, and
resolution strategies. In the first element, the learner is challenged in the existence of absolute
knowledge, doubting what they previously believed. In the next, the learner willfully takes action
to reconsider their beliefs. Finally, in the third element, the learner draws from both their doubt
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and their volition to work toward a resolution (Bendixen & Rule, 2004). There remains
significant need for research in how mentoring can facilitate epistemic change through the
elements of epistemic doubt, epistemic volition, and resolution strategies, and this study will
attempt to begin to identify the relationship between mentoring functions and epistemic
cognition through mentoring’s impact on epistemic change.
Epistemic Beliefs and their measurement
Personal epistemology is a social construct and is tied closely to culture (Hofer &
Bendixen, 2012). For protégés developing their careers, their openness to new approaches may
impact success. As such, it has been suggested to improve teacher training by focusing more on
teachers’ epistemological beliefs (Hofer & Bendixen, 2012).
Schommer (1988) hypothesized five epistemological beliefs. These were:
● “knowledge is simple rather than complex” (simple knowledge)
● “knowledge is handed down by authority rather than derived from reason”
(omniscient knowledge)
● “knowledge is certain rather than tentative” (certain knowledge)
● “the ability to learn is innate rather than acquired”(innate ability), and
● “learning is quick or not at all” (quick learning)
(Schommer, 1990).
Schommer (1988) found that students’ written conclusions regarding their
comprehension of read passages were related to the students’ own epistemological beliefs, and
for those in the more absolutist or dualistic positions of epistemic cognition were less likely to
come to resolutions through the integration of different theories. Schommer’s instrument, the
Schommer Epistemological Questionnaire (SEQ), included 19 items on simple knowledge, 11 on
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certain knowledge, 12 on omniscient authority, 13 on innate ability, and 10 on quick learning. A
factor analysis with orthogonal varimax rotation generated a four factor model including all of
the hypothesized except for omniscient knowledge (Schommer, 1990). Following the reading of
assigned passages, 266 students completed the SEQ along with a test of vocabulary, a
demographic survey, and a filler task. 86 students continued to a second phase of the experiment
in which they read either a psychology or nutrition passage, wrote a concluding paragraph, and
completed tests of mastery, prior knowledge, and confidence ratings. (Schommer, 1990). As a
result, Schommer (1990) concluded that the beliefs characterizing personal epistemology are:
● more or less independent of each other
● distinctly effect comprehension and learning
● are influenced by prior experiences, at home and at school
● have effects that exist beyond the influence of other variables affecting learning
and comprehension, and
● are generalizable across the domains of nutrition and psychology.
Schommer’s four factor dimensionality, however, has been disputed and Vecaldo (2020)
in a study of pre-service teachers in the Philippines found that a one-dimensional factor structure
of the SEQ was predictive of professional education success. Vecaldo further suggested that the
SEQ is valid for continued use only one used as a one-factor scale (Vecaldo, 2020, p. 779).
While Vecaldo (2020) indicated that Schommer’s model is unidimensional, other evidence
suggests that it is an issue of instrumentation and not the model which accounts for the
discrepancy. Bendixen, Schraw, & Dunkle (1998) conducted two factor analyses and a separate
t-test to test the full five dimensions of Schommer’s initial model. The Epistemic Beliefs
Inventory (EBI) consisted of 32 items tested on a five-point Likert scale with six items
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paraphrased from the SEQ and the rest newly developed. Questions were worded to eliminate
item-to-factor overlap, and seven items were specifically developed to measure omniscient
authority, the factor that the SEQ was unsuccessful in measuring (Bendixen, Schraw, & Dunkle,
1998, pp. 190-191). A factor analysis with varimax solution demonstrated that all items loaded
onto only one factor with no cross loadings > .30 (Bendixen, Schraw, & Dunkle, 1998, p. 192).
While the measure showed improvements over the SEQ, Bendixen, Schraw, & Dunkle (1998),
like Schommer, found that gender differences existed in the position of Certain Knowledge, but
not in the other four factors (p. 196).
Across these foundational theories, epistemological beliefs are not stagnant, but rather
changing and developing over time. Epistemological change occurs through a mechanism of
three interrelated components: epistemic doubt, epistemic volition, and resolution strategies
(Bendixen & Rule, 2004). Epistemic doubt begins to occur when the learner (in the context of
the mentoring relationship, the protégé) calls into question the nature of knowledge at any level
of epistemological development. The next step in the process of epistemological change is
epistemic volition, the control process by which the protégé takes “responsibility” for epistemic
cognition action, followed by the final step of resolution strategies, or the tools by which the
protégé continues their development in the hierarchical process of epistemic change, (Bendixen
& Rule, 2004). Schunk & Mullen (2013) state that little research has been conducted regarding
epistemological beliefs and mentoring. Similarly, Braten (2016) calls for more investigation of
epistemic doubt and the desire for epistemic change, as well as suitable measurements.
Complexities of measuring epistemic cognition
Despite the importance of understanding epistemic beliefs’ effects on learning, its study
has proven difficult to measure (DeBacker, Crowson, Beesley, Thoma & Hesvold, 2008). The
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somewhat independent beliefs about the nature of knowledge and how it is acquired add to the
complexity of measuring epistemic cognition as a construct (Mason, 2016). Three commonly
used instruments for the measurement of epistemic beliefs are Schommer’s (1990)
Epistemological Questionnaire (EQ), Schraw, Bendixen & Dunkle’s (2002) Epistemic Beliefs
Inventory (EBI), and Wood and Kardash’s (2002) Epistemic Beliefs Survey (EBS) (DeBacker, et
al., 2008). All three of these instruments are based upon the initial work of Schommer (1990)
with the EBI retaining Schommer’s factor structure with new items, and the EBS retaining
Schommer’s items with an alternative factor structure (DeBacker, et al., 2008).
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Table 1
Epistemic Beliefs Instruments
Instrument

EQ

EBI

EBS

TSEBQ

Factors

4 factors of 5
that were
hypothesized
(simple
knowledge,
certain
knowledge,
innate ability,
and quick
learning).

5 factors in initial
study (simple
knowledge, certain
knowledge,
omniscient
authority, quick
learning, and fixed
ability. 3 factors in
subsequent study
(simple knowledge,
certain knowledge,
innate ability)

5 factors but
limited
information in
literature to
determine

4 factors: certainty,
simplicity, source,
and justification

Internal
consistency
coefficients in
initial study ranged
from .67 to .87,
subsequent study,
.69, .69, and .77.
Other studies
produced internal
consistency factors
ranging from .50 to
.76, .54 to .78, and
.42 to .79.

Several studies
showed an
internal
consistency on
this instrument
ranging from .54 .74 for each item.
However, the
factors lack firm
theoretical
grounds.

36-item Norwegian
language
instrument yielded
.82 with item-total
coefficients form
.43 - .79 with 34item Spanish
instrument itemtotal coefficients
ranging from .37 .81.

Domain General

Topic Specific

Internal
Internal
consistency consistency has
not been
consistent
across studies.

General or
Specific

Domain General Domain General

(DeBacker, et al.,2008; Braten, Gil, & Stromso, 2011)

Personal epistemology applies to both general and domain specific knowledge, but
research into domain specific knowledge has received less focus (Braten, Stromso, and
Samuelstuen, 2008). By examining topic specificity in epistemic cognition, research in this area
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can become comparable in specificity with that in the area of self-efficacy beliefs (Braten,
Stromso, and Samuelstuen, 2008). The Topic-Specific Epistemic Belief Questionnaire (TSEBQ)
consisted of four dimensions specific to the topic of climate. These dimensions are certainty of
knowledge about climate, simplicity of knowledge about climate, source of knowledge about
climate, and justification for knowing about climate. Each of the first three dimensions has 12
items loaded, with 13 items on the fourth dimension (Braten, Stromso, and Samuelstuen, 2008).
In a study of 157 Norwegian university students, responses to readings on several aspects
of climate change were measured along with epistemic beliefs. This study found that students
who held epistemic beliefs of knowledge as complex outperformed those who believed
knowledge to be simple (Stromso, Braten & Samuelstuen, 2008, p. 523). While there are some
benefits to topic-specific understanding of epistemic cognition, the TSEBQ instrument is geared
exclusively towards the use and selection of academic research in the construction and
attainment of knowledge. While this is useful in the study of university students and academics,
it can be a hindrance in assessing the epistemic cognition of those who do not regularly obtain
information through the use of academic research.
Two instruments were considered as the primary measure for epistemic cognition for this
study, the Epistemic Beliefs Inventory (EBI; Bendixen, Schraw & Dunkle, 1998), and the TopicSpecific Epistemic Belief Questionnaire (TSEBQ; Stromso, Braten, and Samuelsteun, 2008).
The TSEBQ is a 49 item survey based upon the general theoretical model of personal
epistemology (Hofer and Pintrich, 1997). A factor analysis of the instrument “using a principal
component analysis with oblique rotation in a sample of 225 education undergraduate, a fourfactor solution was identified, (Stromso, Braten, and Samuelsteun, 2008).” The four factors had
high loadings with no overlap. The four factors related to certainty of knowledge, simplicity of
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knowledge, source of knowledge, and justification for knowing, but were specific to the topic of
climate change (Stromso, Braten, and Samuelsteun, 2008). The original TSEBQ was developed
specifically to knowledge pertaining to climate science. For purposes of this study, however, the
questions had been adapted to ask instead about knowledge pertaining to higher education
administration. As there are numerous sub-areas of higher education administration (e.g.,
enrollment management, student affairs, finance, academic support, etc.), an introductory
paragraph explained to participants that they should answer the questions through the lens of
their own specific professional area of work. However, after piloting the questions with a small
group of higher education administrators, the instrument’s emphasis on familiarity with
academic literature and research was found not to be relatable to working professionals in the
broader field of higher education administration.
Need for Cognition
The need for cognition was initially identified as a need for creating meaning in and
integrating one’s experience of the world (Cohen, Stotland, & Wolfe, 1955). Cacioppo & Petty
(1982) describe the need for cognition as one’s enjoyment of or one’s tendency to engage in
thinking. The need for cognition has been found to be weakly and negatively correlated with
closed-mindedness, weakly correlated with cognitive style, and positively correlated with general
intelligence; however, it was also found to be unrelated to test anxiety and social desirability
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Coutinho, et al. (2005) found a relationship between the need for
cognition and both task performance and the seeking of explanations of problems. Additionally,
the need for cognition was found to correlate positively with contextualist and relativist world
views, but not with the realist world view (Schraw & Olafson, 2002).
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Need for cognition is significant in researching epistemic cognition in part because it is
negatively correlated with simple knowledge, certain knowledge, and quick learning (Nussbaum
& Bendixen, 2003). Further, while Nussbaum & Bendixen (2003) had hypothesized that
epistemic beliefs would predict an approach disposition to engaging in argument, they instead
found that epistemic beliefs predicted an avoidance component while the need for cognition
predicted an approach component. Need for cognition and epistemic beliefs are similar and
related constructs. In this study, both will be assessed in order to best understand their
relationships with mentoring, as there is little research into how mentoring and epistemic
cognition are related.

Mentoring for epistemic cognition
In order to maximize the developmental effects of the mentoring relationship, in addition
to building trust and rapport, it is necessary for the mentor to understand the mentee’s “current
epistemological distribution (Olsson, Cruickshank & Collins, 2017, p. 57).” Likewise, Clayton &
Myron (2013) suggest that there is a need to better understand the impact of epistemic beliefs on
how both the mentor and protege perceive their roles in the setting of an administrative
internship. Epistemic beliefs of mentors have been found to have an impact on mentoring among
coaches (Lodewyk, 2015; Christian, Berry, & Kearney, 2017). However, the research to date has
been limited to identifying a need for the research on mentoring and epistemic cognition or the
dissonance between the mentor and protege in their epistemic beliefs (Clayton & Myron, 2013;
Lodewyk, 2015; Christian, Berry, & Kearney, 2017; Olsson, Cruickshank & Collins, 2017). The
purpose of this study, in contrast, is to identify the impact of specific mentoring functions on the
epistemic beliefs of the protege.
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Conclusion
This literature review provided a theoretical framework for which mentoring conforms to
the broader perspectives of learning as a social construct. Understanding the role of mentoring in
the context of social cognitive theory and socio-cultural theory extends the conceptualization of
the teaching and learning model outside of the classroom and into the post-higher educational
experience of early adulthood. While structured education may end for many at commencement,
mentoring provides continued mediation influencing the adult learner’s growth and development
in the workplace (Vygotsky, 1978; Shabani, 2016). The mentoring functions received by adult
learners in the workplace are influenced by factors such as the mentor’s leadership skills (Sosik
& Godshalk, 2000), and effort oriented beliefs (Weinberg, Mulki, & Lankau, 2015), and goal
orientation (St-Jean, Radu-Lefebvre, & Mathieu, 2018). Mentoring functions measurement has
evolved over the last several decades, across the three factors of vocational, psychosocial, and
role modeling functions (Hu, 2008; Scandura, 1992).
Epistemic cognition emerged from Perry’s initial longitudinal study of the intellectual
and ethical development of Harvard University students (Kitchener & King, 1981; Hofer &
Pintrich, 1997; Moore, 2002). King and Kitchener’s Reflective Judgement model elaborate upon
the evolution of the understanding of knowledge and justification of knowing (King &
Kitchener, 1981; King & Kitchener 2004). Belenky, et al. (1986) and Baxter Magolda (1992)
expanded understanding of the role of gender in epistemology.
Challenges remain in the measurement of epistemic cognition, but it has been evolving as
the Epistemic Beliefs Inventory improved upon the Schommer Epistemological Questionnaire,
and the introduction of domain specificity by the Topic-Specific Epistemic Belief Questionnaire
(Schommer, 1990, Bendixen & Rule, 2004, Braten, Stromso, & Samuelstuen, 2008).
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This review of literature has summarized much of the research in mentoring and epistemic
cognition, and demonstrated the need for research into the affect of one upon the other. The
proposed study, as described in the subsequent chapter, seeks to begin to fill this gap in the
literature by determining whether receiving specific role-modeling, psychosocial, or career
development mentoring functions can positively impact one’s epistemic beliefs.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

Rationale for the Study of Mentoring Functions on Epistemic Cognition
This study examined the relationship between mentoring functions and epistemic
cognition among emerging professionals at a large, urban university in the southwestern United
States. While several researchers have called for future research on the impact of mentoring
relationships on the epistemic beliefs of mentees, such research has not yet been conducted.
Mentoring is a critical aspect of career development. Inquiry into its impact on epistemology can
help organizations develop more effective mentoring programs and empower emerging
professionals to seek out the most significant mentoring functions. Conversely, an abundance of
research in other areas of educational psychology, however, has demonstrated the substantial
impact of mentoring on such areas as self-efficacy, motivation, and flow.
This modified explanatory sequential mixed-methods study attempted to describe the
impact of mentoring on the epistemic beliefs of the participants. Quantitative data was collected
initially, with the collection of qualitative data following to provide an in-depth explanation of
the quantitative findings, as well as further describe participants’ mentoring experiences and
epistemic development. In the first phase (quantitative), data was collected to ascertain
mentoring functions received, epistemic beliefs, and need for cognition. This data was used to
determine relationships between specific mentoring functions and the factors associated with
epistemic beliefs.
In the subsequent phase (qualitative), focus group data was collected to both describe the
quantitative findings and to gain a deeper understanding of the quality of mentoring relationships
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and the impact of those relationships on the development of epistemic beliefs as described by the
participants.

Research Questions
This study investigated and addressed key questions regarding the relationship between
mentoring functions and epistemic beliefs, and better understand the interactions with mentors as
perceived by their mentees. Answers to the first four questions were collected in the quantitative
phase, and the final four questions were answered in the concurrent qualitative phases as well as
through the integration of the quantitative and qualitative data in the analysis.
Quantitative phase
1. Do psychosocial mentoring functions have a significant and positive impact on the
epistemic beliefs of emerging professionals in higher education?
2. Do career development mentoring functions have a significant and positive impact on the
epistemic beliefs of emerging professionals in higher education?
3. Do role modeling mentoring functions have a significant and positive impact on the
epistemic beliefs of emerging professionals in higher education?
4. Do mentoring functions received differ between individuals who perceive that they are in
a mentoring relationship and those who do not perceive that they are in a mentoring
relationship?
Explanatory Qualitative phase
5. In what ways do the focus group data help explain the quantitative results on mentoring
functions and epistemic beliefs?
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Concurrent Expanded Qualitative phase
6. How do emerging professionals in higher education perceive their actual mentoring
experiences compared to their mentoring expectations held when beginning their careers?
7. How do emerging professionals in higher education describe interactions with their
mentors that challenged their epistemic beliefs?
8. How do emerging professionals in higher education describe their interactions with those
who help them when the emerging professionals do not perceive to be their mentors?

Hypotheses
It was hypothesized that the psychosocial functions of mentoring will have a stronger
positive and significant impact on epistemic beliefs than will the career development and role
modeling functions of mentoring; and that the role modeling functions will have a stronger
positive and significant impact on epistemic beliefs than will the career development functions.
Specifically, this study examined the following hypotheses:
1. The receiving of psychosocial mentoring functions will have a significant and positive
impact on epistemic beliefs.
2. The receiving of career development mentoring functions will have a significant and
positive impact on epistemic beliefs.
3. The receiving of role modeling mentoring functions will have a significant and positive
impact on epistemic beliefs.
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4. There will be a significant difference in epistemic beliefs between those who perceive
they are in a mentoring relationship and those who do not perceive that they are in a
mentoring relationship.

Participants
At a large public southwestern research university with more than 1,400 professional
administrators, there are 369 administrative professionals that hold positions in the bottom two
administrative classifications (out of five levels) and began in their positions in the last five
years. Names, hire dates, administrative ranking, and other related data are public record. The
369 professionals were asked to participate in the first sequence of the study through an email to
their professional email account. A demographic questionnaire helped divide the group into
those with more than five years of professional experience prior to their current role and those
with five or fewer years of professional experience both within and outside of the
university. Those with more than five years of professional experience were to have been
excluded from the pool, however, due to a steep decline in the number of employees within the
pool, those with five or more years were retained in the study.
Additionally, potential participants were asked to consent, if selected, to participate in the
second, qualitative sequence of the study. Of those consenting, a purposive sample was chosen
based upon representativeness across the full sample and asked to participate in a follow-up
focus group. In this study, a maximal variation sampling allowed the best understanding of
combinations of the relationships found between epistemic beliefs and mentoring functions
received in the quantitative phase. Additionally, efforts were taken to select a sample that was
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representative of the racial, ethnic, orientation, and gender balance of the quantitative
participants.
Measures
Mentoring Functions Questionnaire (MFQ)
The original Mentoring Functions Questionnaire (MFQ) is an 18-item questionnaire that
analyzes mentoring functions received consistent with Kram’s, Noe’s and other relevant theories
of mentoring (Scandura, 1992). Scandura (1992) conducted a factor analysis with orthogonal
varimax rotation and found that each item loaded onto one and only one of three factors. Eight
items loaded onto the vocational mentoring factor, seven items only the role modeling factor, and
three items onto the social support factor (Scandura, 1992, p. 171). A shortened MFQ-9 includes
three questions each for the psychosocial development, career development, and role modeling
functions of mentoring (Castro & Scandura, 2004). The MFQ-9 has been validated using both
exploratory factor analyses (Castro & Scandura, 2004), and confirmatory factor analysis
(Pellegrini & Scandura, 2005).
The shorter version has been shown to be potentially more reliable when measuring
mentoring functions received by proteges that are dissatisfied with their mentoring relationships
than among those who are satisfied, while the 15-question version was found to be more reliable
among those who were more satisfied with their mentor (Pellegrini & Scandura, 2005) and was
selected for use in this study. There are also gender differences observed between male and
female participants, such as males are more likely to associate role modeling with career
development functions while female participants associate role modeling with both psychosocial
and vocational functions (Hu, 2008).
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It is possible that due to preconceived notions about mentoring, some participants may
have a mentor, but not be aware that the professional relationship is, in fact, a mentoring
relationship. As such, as part of the demographic questionnaire, participants were asked whether
or not they have a mentor in higher education administration. Those who answered in the
affirmative were asked questions asking about their mentor. However, those who answered
otherwise were asked the same question with the term “mentor” omitted. For example, one
participant was asked whether “my mentor in higher education administration takes a personal
interest in my career,” while another was asked whether “the person who is most helpful to me in
higher education administration takes a personal interest in my career.”
Epistemic Beliefs Inventory (EBI)
Two questionnaires to measure their epistemic cognition were asked to participants.
Based upon the Epistemological Questionnaire (Schommer, 1990), the EBI is more consistent in
its fit to the five factor model of epistemic cognition that was hypothesized by Schommer
(1990): Omniscient Authority, Certain Knowledge, Quick Learning, Simple Knowledge, and
Innate Ability (Schraw, Bendixen & Dunkle, 2002). The EBI also explained a larger percentage
of the variance in the five factors (60% versus 39%) with higher factor loadings (Schraw,
Bendixen & Dunkle, 2002). Subsequent studies, however, have not been consistent in fit to the
five factor model. Nussbaum & Bendixen (2003) conducted a confirmatory factor analysis which
loaded more closely to a three factor model in which certain knowledge, simple knowledge and
innate ability were interpretable but quick learning was not interpretable and the items that were
expected to load onto the factor of omniscient authority instead were absorbed into certain
knowledge. However, DeBacker, et al. (2008) found that by eliminating 11 weaker questions
from the instrument, there was significant improvement of fit to the five factor model.
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Need for Cognition Survey (NCS)
In order to correct for inconsistencies in the reliability of measures of epistemic beliefs,
the study also utilized the Need for Cognition survey (NCS, Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984)
which measures an individual’s disposition towards thinking, specifically the enjoyment of and
tendency for engagement in cognitive activity. This measure originally included 34 questions,
but was reduced to 18 after ranking the questions, calculating Cronbach’s alpha as each item was
included, and applying a scree test to determine which items to be retained. All of the items were
found to load substantially on one factor with a reliability coefficient of .90 (Cacioppo, Petty, &
Kao, 1984). Gouveia, et al. (2015) found by dividing positive and negative items, a two-factor
model to bea better fit. However, because this is not theoretically and is better explained by the
structure of the instrument and the attentiveness of the participants, the authors retained the one
factor model. Cacioppo, et al. (1984) established validity for the instrument by testing
hypotheses that confirmed correlations between need for cognition where expected, such as
open-mindedness, and an absence of correlations where not expected, such as test anxiety.
Additionally, the test was validated by findings that those who scored higher on the NCS were
more dissatisfied when asked to complete simple tasks than when asked to complete more
complex tasks (Cacioppo, et al., 1984).
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Procedure
The proposed study followed the steps illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Flow of Study
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Informed Consent
Potential participants were identified by the method described above. Each of the
administrative professionals that hold positions in the bottom two administrative classifications
were invited to participate in the study through an email with a link to a Qualtrics survey. This
link led to an informed consent page within the Qualtrics survey, describing the quantitative and
qualitative sequences of the study. This description included the purpose and goals of the
research, explanations of measures taken to ensure privacy and confidentiality as appropriate,
and assurance that participants can withdraw at any part of the process. A telephone number
provided allowed potential participants to ask any questions that they may have regarding the
study prior to or after acknowledging the electronic consent form. Finally, each participant was
given an opportunity to express consent both for participation in the study itself and if selected,
to the audio and video recording of the focus groups.

Figure 2
Modified Explanatory Sequential Design
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Quantitative Data Collection
Upon completion of the informed consent, participants were asked to provide
demographic information including gender identity, racial and ethnic identity, highest education
completed, and number of years in the workforce prior to starting at the university. Finally, each
participant was asked whether or not they have a mentor.
Those participants who answered in the affirmative to having a mentor were provided
with the fifteen-question Mentoring Functions Questionnaire (MFQ) with instructions and
modifications directing the participant to answer the questions specific to their role in higher
education administration. Those who answered the survey indicating that they do not have a
mentor were asked the same questions, however, the term “mentor” will be replaced with the
phrase “person who is most helpful to me.” Following the MFQ, participants completed the
Epistemic Beliefs Inventory (EBI) and the Need for Cognition Survey. As with the MFQ, the
subsequent instruments included instructions and modifications to direct participants to answer
the questions in regard to workplace knowledge relevant to their role in higher education
administration.
Quantitative Data Analysis
Quantitative data analysis began with confirmatory factor analysis of both the MFQ and
EBI data. In the case of the MFQ, the factor analysis aimed to confirm that the adjustments to the
instrument to direct participants to answer specific to the topic of their workplace mentoring
relationships, as well as the modification of the survey to ask aboout mentoring without using the
word mentor, had an effect on the expected three-factor model. Likewise, the factor analysis for
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the EBI confirmed factor loadings as there has been inconsistency in the model in previous
research, as described in chapter 2.
Following the confirmatory factor analysis, data was analyzed through structural equation
modeling with observed variables. Direct paths from career development mentoring functions to
epistemic cognition and from psychosocial mentoring functions to epistemic cognition were
specified. (Figure 2). Following the path analysis, an analysis of variance was conducted to
determine if there is an effect on epistemic cognition of the interaction between the career
development and psychosocial functions. The target path model tested the explanatory
hypotheses. Direct paths from vocational mentoring functions to epistemic beliefs and from
psychosocial mentoring functions to epistemic beliefs were tested. The target model was tested
using maximum likelihood estimation and assessed using the X test statistic. This methodology is
2

consistent with other measures of the impacts of mentoring functions, including Jyoti and
Sharma (2015) study on the impact of mentoring functions on career development.

Figure 3
Path Analysis
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Qualitative Data Collection
Following the quantitative data analysis, those statistical results warranting further
understanding were noted, and a purposive sample were identified to appropriately select
individual participants for the qualitative phase, based upon their answers to the questionnaires
The actual size of the sample for this phase could not be determined until after the quantitative
data analysis, however, it was determined to be no fewer than ten nor more than 25. Three focus
groups consisting of two, seven, and eight participants respectively, were conducted online using
the Cisco Webex platform. This platform was selected because it is a preferred method of the
institution in which the participant pool is employed, and because it includes a semi-automated
transcription service for its recordings that was used in this study to facilitate data analysis.
Participant assignment to the focus groups was based upon the purposive sampling and
availability. The facilitator began each focus group with a statement explaining that the
discussion was audio and video recorded, and transcribed. Additionally, the facilitator reminded
participants that they can withdraw from the study at any time, and that they do not have to
answer any questions about which they are not comfortable.
A focus group was chosen over individual interviews because it allowed for interaction
among participants that can yield the best information when participants are similar and
cooperative (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The focus group consisted of a semi-structured interview
in which questions were flexibly worded to allow the facilitators to be responsive to the
participants and allow a more free-flowing conversation, while still addressing the research
questions. Questions were developed from those asked in a pilot study (Levrant, Loures-Elias,
Nathanson & Putney, 2022), and were further refined through additional piloting. Questions may
include “what were your expectations on being mentored or receiving help from colleagues?”
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and “what kind of help have you received from mentors, supervisors, or colleagues?”
Additionally, participants were asked if there were any interactions with colleagues or mentors
that caused them to see the knowledge of the workplace differently. Additional questions were
asked to ascertain a better understanding of the quantitative findings, as well as to better
understand the relationships between participants and their mentors, the mentoring functions that
they have received, and the formation of their epistemic beliefs. Two facilitators were present in
each of the focus groups to allow for more than one perspective on the responses from
participants, and to increase the likelihood that one of the facilitators would connect with each
participant.
Qualitative Data Analysis
Focus group data was analyzed utilizing the Complementary Analysis Research Matrix
Application (CARMA) (Putney, Wink, & Perkins, 2006) to more deeply describe their
mentoring experiences. Analysis of the data was conducted using the CARMA tool as well as
domain analysis and taxonomy. For the domain analysis, the researcher viewed the data
generated by the focus groups as cultural scenes or domains, or categories of meaning, that
consist of three components: cover term, included terms, and a semantic relationship (Spradley,
1979). For example, in a workplace, there may be a domain of “people” (cover term). A
“supervisor” (included term) “is a kind of” (semantic relationship) “people.”
CARMA represents a form of action research. In the process, the researcher first
describes the expectations of participants in a program using questions that facilitate the
evaluation. Subsequently, the researcher describes the participants’ actions and interactions
within the cultural setting, including the interaction of participants with relative artifacts. Moving
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from “NoteTaking” to “NoteMaking,” the researcher begins interpreting the data collected to
begin comparing program expectations with the actual consequences to the participants, and
finally makes recommendations as to any changes to facilitate better alignment of the system’s
outcomes to its intentions. The focus group transcripts were evaluated using the CARMA matrix.
In the first section of NoteTaking, the expectations of the program were identified and described,
as presented in Table 2:

Table 2
CARMA Notations on Program Expectations
Mentoring and
Support
Expectations
Identify the key
stakeholders

NoteTaking

The key stakeholders will include the participating junior level
administrative faculty, their mentors, their supervisors, and their
colleagues.

Who is intended to be
served?

The intended target of this analysis are junior level administrative
faculty.

How are participants
to be served?

The members of the administrative faculty should be receiving
mentoring functions to help them perform their jobs, as well as
enhance both their career and psychosocial development.

What will be produced
by participants in the
program?

Participating administrative faculty should be achieving success
and experiencing career and psychosocial development, in part
through mentoring functions received by way of either formal or
informal mentoring relationships.

Putney, Wink & Perkins (2006)
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Once the mentoring expectations of the participants are clearly delineated in the data, the
researcher can consider the evident implementation. While the first column describes the
expectations of the participants, the second column, presented in Table 3 provided the
researcher’s notes on the actual observed implementation.

Table 3
CARMA Notations on evident implementation
Evident Implementation

NoteTaking

Identify the demographics of the
population served

The genders, race, and ethnicity will be described.

Who is intended to be served?

This will include the professional roles of the
participants.

How are participants to be served?

The mentoring relationships as perceived by the
participants.

What will be produced by
participants in the program?

Participants will describe the mentoring functions
received and their epistemic beliefs

Putney, Wink & Perkins (2006)

The CARMA method next provided the researcher with the opportunity to compare and
contrast the intentions and expectations of the program being evaluated (Table 3), describe the
implications (Table 4) and then make appropriate recommendations (Table 5).
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Table 4
CARMA Notations on Results
Results

NoteMaking

Who are participants?

How do the initial expectations of the participants
compare to what they have actually experienced

How are participants served?

Do the mentoring relationships of the participants meet
their expectations?

What has been produced or
what are the outcomes?

How do mentoring functions received compare to the
expectations of the participants?

Putney, Wink & Perkins (2006)

Table 5
CARMA Notations on Implications
Implications

NoteMaking

What are the implications
for who is being served?

Implications of the actual experiences of junior administrative
faculty to the ideal expectations of these experiences.

What are the implications
for how they are being
served?

Implications of the actual mentoring relationships
experienced by junior administrative faculty to the ideal
expectations of these experiences.

What are the implications
for the outcomes?

Implications of how mentoring functions can be improved to
better facilitate career development, psychosocial
development and epistemic development.

Putney, Wink & Perkins (2006)
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For triangulation, the CARMA were supplemented with a domain analysis and
taxonomy. Like domains, taxonomies also attempt to categorize components of a culture or
phenomenon. However, while domain analysis establishes the components of each category in a
culture, a taxonomy further classifies the relationships among items within each category. In the
example above, a student is a kind of person in a classroom. However, among students, we can
further break down the categories by gender, grade point average, absenteeism, or other means of
classification. A taxonomic analysis allows the researcher to compare these relationships among
the members of a group (Spradley, 1979). As the researcher observes the relationships among the
subcomponents in the category, new levels of classification are added to the analysis. In the
above example, the researcher may take the level “student” and divide the group into categories
based on math achievement. Next, looking at each level of math achievement, the researcher
may find other relationships to allow the classification based on hours of studying, continuing
the breakdown of the subsets until no further relevant relationships are found. In this study,
however, most members of the groups work in isolation from each other, which impacted the
framing of the taxonomies. In order to complete the domain analysis and taxonomy, qualitative
data transcripts were coded using MaxQDA software and the MaxQDA visualization tools were
utilized in order to categorize the major components.
Utilizing both CARMA, domain analysis and taxonomy, and conducting two focus
groups with multiple participants provide for triangulation. Triangulation is a means of verifying
the veracity of interpretation of data while reducing inherent bias. While the primary results of
the qualitative phase of the study are the CARMA findings, the domain analysis and taxonomy
were used primarily to validate the results and ensure that the findings are accurate. Additionally,
member checking was completed in order to ascertain the validity of the results. Member
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checking is a process in which participants are asked to confirm, clarify or expand on the
meaning of their answers. In the case of this study, each participant was given an opportunity to
review the transcript of their focus group and suggest edits which were included prior to the
coding of the data.
Data Integration and Reporting
Following the quantitative and qualitative analysis, a third analysis phase took place
integrating the previous two. In this phase, the results of the findings of the CARMA were used
to describe the statistical findings of the path analysis. This allowed for deescribing more deeply
the ways in which the mentoring processes were found to influence epistemic beliefs.
The results of this study were reported over three sections (Creswell and Plano Clark,
2018, pp. 267-268). In the first of these sections, the quantitative results, including answers to
research questions and the status of rejecting the research hypothesis were shared. This section
provided the findings of the path analysis including the impact of psychosocial mentoring
functions on epistemic beliefs, career development mentoring functions on epistemic beliefs, as
well as the interaction between psychosocial and career development functions on epistemic
beliefs. Tables are included in this section to best illustrate the data, and the solved path model
illustrations were included as well.
The qualitative data was reported in a section that summarized with detailed quotes from
the participants that answer the primary qualitative research questions, as well as those questions
developed to better describe the specific findings of the path analysis. This data is be presented
in a narrative form, and includes references to the domain analysis and taxonomy that support the
findings of the CARMA matrix. A table, below, provides context to the CARMA analysis.
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Table 6
Overview of the Contemporary Analysis Research Matrix Application
Expectations

Evident
Implementation
Expectations of
Actual experiences of
emerging professionals the mentoring
of the mentoring
experiences and help
experiences and help from colleagues that
from colleagues that
they have received
they would receive
Putney, L. G., Wink, J., Perkins, P. G. (2006).

Results/Conclusions

Recommendations

Comparison and
contrasting of the
expectations to the
actual experiences

Suggestions for
improvement and
future research

Finally, a section integrated the qualitative findings with the quantitative results in order
to accurately answer the research questions and accurately provide detailed descriptions of the
determinations of the Path Analysis. The integrative data is presented in a table that clearly
connects the quantitative and qualitative data analysis in such a way that the explanatory
qualitative data strongly explains the quantitative findings, and that the deeper qualitative data
can be best understood as it relates to the overall mentoring relationships and functions received.
This section additionally includes an explanation of the purposive sampling and the specific data
points that participants are selected to explain (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018, pp. 235-236). A
joint display table links focus group participants to their quantitative data. (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2018, p. 237).
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

The purpose of this study is to test the effects of psychosocial, career development and
role modeling functions of mentoring on the epistemic beliefs of higher education administrators.
This chapter presents the preliminary results, including a description of the demographic
characteristics of the participants in this study, confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) of the 15item Mentoring Functions Questionnaire (MFQ) and 28-item Epistemic Beliefs Inventory (EBI),
and descriptive and inferential analyses that tested the four hypotheses. Additionally, this chapter
includes a taxonomy and domain analysis as well as a Contemporary Analysis Research Matrix
Application (CARMA) of the themes presented in the two focus groups conducted in the
qualitative phase of this study.
Demographic Characteristics
The sample was selected from a list of all employees at a major urban, research university
in the southwest. The list was filtered to include all administrative faculty in the lower two of
five classifications who had been employed by the university for five or fewer years. Of the 375
potential participants invited to participate, 45 responded. However, 10 participants answered
only the demographic questions and were not included in the analysis. Within the sample of
those who completed the surveys (n = 35), 13 identified as male (37.1%), 21 as female (60.0%),
and one as genderfluid. 23 participants identified as white (65.7%), 6 as Asian or Asian
American (17.1%), 5 as Black or African American (14.3%), 6 as Hispanic, or Latino, Latina, or
Latinx (17.1%), 3 as multiracial, and 1 as Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander. Additionally, 24
identified as heterosexual or straight (68.6%), four as gay (11.4%), two as queer (5.7%), one as
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pansexual (2.9%), and 4 indicated that they prefer not to answer (11.4%). Finally, 16 participants
had a master’s degree (45.7%), 13 had a bachelor’s (37.1%), 5 held a doctoral degree (14.3%),
and 1 had some college but no degree. Finally, 23 participants indicated that they did not have a
mentor at work (65.7%), while 12 indicated that they did have a mentor (34.3%).

Table 7
Demographic Characteristics of Participants
Demographics
Gender
Female
Male
Genderfluid

N = 35
21
13
1

Orientation
Gay
Queer
Straight
Pansexual
Prefer not to Answer

4
2
24
1
4

Race/Ethnicity
Asian/Asian American
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latinx
Multiracial
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
White

6
5
6
3
1
23

Education
No Degree
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate

1
13
16
5

Years in Workforce
Less than 5
5 or more

9
26
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Prior to addressing each of the quantitative research questions, confirmatory factor
analyses were conducted on both the MFQ and EBI instruments. An initial CFA was conducted
to test the latent structure underlying responses to the 15 mentoring functions items. For the
three-factor model, each item was specified to load onto the factor that it was intended to
measure. Factor identification was achieved via the fixed-mean-referent-loading approach in
which one item loaded onto each factor was specified at a regression weight of 1.000. The CFA
was conducted using IBM SPSS Amos 26.0. Models were estimated using maximum likelihood
estimation. Evaluation of model fit was performed using an inclusive approach involving
consideration of fit indices, the theoretical consistency and admissibility of parameter estimates
in consultation with previous research utilizing similar instrumentation.
As the 𝜒2 can be oversensitive to minor model misspecifications with relation to sample
size and is restrictive with a hypothesis test requiring exact fit, the three approximate fit indices
that were used were Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit
Index (CFI), and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI). The test of the fifteen-item model provided an
insufficient fit to the data,𝜒

= 158.125, p < .001, RMSEA = .155 (90% CI: .116,.193), CFI=

.826, TLI=.790. A CFI and TLI of ≥ .95 are recommended as indicative of good model fit, as is
an RMSEA < .06 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Using these indicators and information from the model
modification indices, the model was adjusted in order to provide a more parsimonious fit. These
adjustments were theoretically appropriate as nearly two-thirds of participants rating their
mentoring functions received did not perceive themselves to be in a mentoring relationship, and
a nine-question version of this instrument had previously been found to be more reliable in
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assessing mentoring functions among participants who were not satisfied with their mentor
(Pellegrini & Scandura, 2007). This reduced model did not present an exact fit to the data,
𝜒

= 29.804, p = .191; however the model presented an excellent fit to the data with fit indices

of RMSEA = .084 (90% CI: .000,.171), CFI= .973, TLI=.960.

Figure 4
Confirmatory Factor Analysis Epistemic Beliefs Inventory

For the EBI, the initial CFA tested the 28-item instrument with each item specified to
load onto one of five factors it was intended to measure. As before, the fixed-mean-referentloading approach was used for factor identification and the CFA was conducted with maximum
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likelihood estimation using IBM SPSS Amos 26.0. Evaluation of model fit was performed again
using an inclusive approach involving consideration of fit indices, the theoretical consistency,
and admissibility of parameter estimates in consultation with previous research utilizing similar
instrumentation. The test of the five factor model provided poor fit to the data,𝜒

= 443.815,

p < .001, RMSEA = .141 (90% CI: .118, .163), CFI = .309, TLI = .218. Reducing the model and
removing items with weaker correlations following the modification indices resulted in a more
parsimonious 3-factor model in which three items loaded onto the factor of simple knowledge,
five onto certain knowledge and four onto innate ability. This model was not an exact fit 𝜒
443.815, p =.382. However, the other fit indices RMSEA = .037 (90% CI: .000,.118), CFI =
.947, TLI = .931 taken together indicate an acceptable model fit.

Figure 5
Confirmatory Factor Analysis Epistemic Beliefs Inventory
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Research Questions
The first three questions explored following the confirmatory factor analyses asked
whether each of the mentoring functions factors has a significant and positive impact on each of
the three identified factors of epistemic beliefs. It was hypothesized that receiving each type of
mentoring function would be predictive of epistemic cognition. Path analyses were conducted to
determine whether psychosocial, career development and role modeling mentoring functions
were predictors of the epistemic cognition factors of simple knowledge, certain knowledge, and
innate ability.
Psychosocial Mentoring Functions and Epistemic Beliefs
Do psychosocial mentoring functions have a significant and positive impact on epistemic
beliefs? It was hypothesized that the receiving of psychosocial mentoring functions will have a
significant and positive impact on epistemic beliefs. A path analysis was conducted on the
psychosocial mentoring functions factor and the epistemic beliefs factors of innate ability, simple
knowledge, and certain knowledge. Analyses were performed using SPSS AMOS 26.0.0 using
maximum likelihood estimation. The model provided an excellent fit to the data 𝜒

= 71.588,

p=.458, RMSEA = .016 (90% CI: .000, .725), CFI = .992, TLI = .990. While the model was an
excellent fit to the data, the path analysis did not support the hypothesis that psychosocial
mentoring functions will have a significant and positive impact on epistemic beliefs.
Psychosocial mentoring functions was not found to be a predictor of simple knowledge beliefs (b
= -3.931, SE = 6.019, p= .514), of certain knowledge beliefs (b = -1.579, SE = 2.998, p= .598), or
innate ability (b = -1.435, SE = 1.500, p= .339). Psychosocial mentoring functions does have a
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moderate positive correlation with the certain knowledge factor (r = .512), however correlations
with simple knowledge (r = -.082) and innate ability (r = -.256) are weak and negative.

Figure 6
Path Analysis: Psychosocial Mentoring Functions on Epistemic Beliefs

Career Mentoring Functions and Epistemic Beliefs
Next, the same question was asked for career development mentoring functions. It was
hypothesized that the receiving of career development mentoring functions will have a
significant and positive impact on epistemic beliefs. A path analysis was conducted on the career
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development mentoring functions factor and the epistemic beliefs factors of innate ability, simple
knowledge, and certain knowledge, and again on each of the epistemic beliefs factors separately.
Analyses were performed using SPSS AMOS 26.0.0 using maximum likelihood estimation. In
this instance, the model was not as good a fit to the data, and the indicators of fit were not as
consistent. 𝜒

= 109.962, p=.049, RMSEA = .088 (90% CI: .007, .135), CFI = .804, TLI =

.764. This lesser fit may be attributable to the small sample size. Nevertheless, the path analysis
did not support the hypothesis that psychosocial mentoring functions will have a significant and
positive impact on epistemic beliefs. Career development mentoring functions was not found to
be a predictor of innate ability beliefs (b = -.127, SE =.080, p= .113), of certain knowledge
beliefs (b = .058, SE = .066, p= .381), or of simple knowledge beliefs (b = .071, SE = .132, p=
.590). Career development mentoring functions also had only weak, positive correlations with
simple knowledge (r = .011) and certain knowledge (r = .246) and a weak, negative correlation
to innate ability (r = -.342).
Role Modeling Mentoring Functions and Epistemic Beliefs
Finally, the question was asked if role modeling mentoring functions predict epistemic
beliefs. It was hypothesized that the receiving of role modeling mentoring functions will have a
significant and positive impact on epistemic beliefs. A path analysis was conducted on the career
development mentoring functions factor and the epistemic beliefs factors of innate ability, simple
knowledge, and certain knowledge, and again on each of the epistemic beliefs factors separately.
As with the career development functions, this model was not a good fit to the data. 𝜒

=

141.194, p=.003, RMSEA = .114 (90% CI: .0068, .154), CFI = .736, TLI = .677. This lesser fit
may also be attributable to the small sample size. Nevertheless, the path analysis did not support
the hypothesis that psychosocial mentoring functions will have a significant and positive impact
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on epistemic beliefs. Role Modeling mentoring functions were not found to be a predictor of
innate ability beliefs (b = -1.398, SE =.872, p= .109), of certain knowledge beliefs (b = -2.221,
SE = 1.665, p= .182), or of simple knowledge beliefs (b = -1.869, SE = 2.468, p= .449).
However, there was a very strong, positive correlation between role modeling mentoring
functions and simple knowledge (r = .961) as well as a weak positive correlation with certain
knowledge (r = .203) and a weak, negative correlation to innate ability (r = -.081).
Perceived Mentoring Relationships and Mentoring Functions
In addition to the questions regarding the impact of mentoring functions on epistemic
beliefs, this study explored whether mentoring functions received differ between individuals who
perceive that they are in a mentoring relationship, and those who do not perceive that they have a
mentor, but do have someone who may fulfill certain mentoring functions. Of those participants
surveyed, 12 individuals, or 34.3% perceived that they had a mentor at work while 23 individuals
or 65.7% did not. The author conducted an analysis of variance for each of the indicators of the
three mentoring functions factors, however, none of the nine indicators resulted in a significant
finding.
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Table 8
Analysis of Variance
Mentoring Functions Indicators

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

1

3.505

2.377

1.33

1

4.653

2.827

.102

1

6.626

3.711

.063

1

3.977

3.153

.085

1

1.777

1.264

.269

1.141

1

1.141

.922

.344

.106

1

.106

.086

.771

2.087

1

2.087

1.685

.203

3.856

1

3.856

3.455

.072

Psychosocial
I share personal problems with my mentor/preson who helps me 3.505
the most.
I exchange confidences with my mentor/person who helps me the 4.653
most.
Career Development
My mentor/the person who helps me the most has devoted special 6.626
time and consideration to my career.
My mentor/the person who is most helpful to me at work helps
3.977
me coordinate professional goals.
My mentor/the person who is most helpful to me at work takes a 1.777
personal interest in my career.
Role Modeling
I respect the ability of my mentor/the person who is most helpful
to me at work to teach others.
I try to model my behavior after my mentor/the person who is
most helpful to me at work
I admire the ability of my mentor/the person who is most helpful
to me at work to motivate others.
I consider my mentor/the person who is most helpful to me at
work to be a friend.

While not statistically significant, the mean score for each indicator was higher among
those who answered yes to having a mentor than the mean for the same indicator among those
who answered in the negative, in all cases. For example, examining the psychosocial mentoring
indicators, when asked on a scale of one to five whether they exchange confidences with their
mentor/person who is most helpful to motivate others, the mean score of those who answered yes
to having a mentor was 3.667 compared to a mean of 3.000 for those who answered no.
Similarly, when asked if they share personal problems with their mentor/person who is most
helpful, the respective means were 3.333 and 2.566 respectively.
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For the career development mentoring indicators the means for whether their mentor
devoted special time and consideration to their career was 3.917 for those answering yes and
3.000 for those answering no. Coordinating professional goals reported means of 3.667 and
2.957 respectively. Finally, the means of taking an interest in the participants’ careers were 4.083
and 3.609.
The four indicators associated with the role modeling functions of mentoring all reported
higher means for those answering that they did have a mentor as well. The means for admiring
the mentors’/helpful persons’ ability to teach others were 4.250 and 3.896, and for admiring
ability to motivate others was 4.167 and 3.652 respectively. When asked about modeling
behavior after their mentor or most helpful person, the means were 3.333 for those answering yes
and 3.217 for those answering no, the closest means of any of these indicators. Finally when
asked if they consider this person a friend, those answering that they had a mentor had a mean
score of 3.917 and those answering no had a mean of 3.217.
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Table 9
Means and Standard Deviations
Mentoring Functions Indicators

Mentor, N = 12
Mean
Std.
Dev

Std.
Error

No Mentor, N = 23
Mean
Std.
Std. Error
Dev

1.155

.333

2.565

1.343

.280

1.073

.310

3.000

1.279

.267

1.311

.379

3.000

1.348

.281

1.073

.310

2.957

1.147

.329

1.165

.336

3.609

1.196

.249

4.250

1.215

.351

3.870

1.058

.221

3.333

.779

.225

3.217

1.242

.259

4.167

1.193

.345

3.652

1.071

.223

3.917

.900

.260

3.217

1.123

.235

Psychosocial
I share personal problems with my mentor/person 3.333
who helps me the most.
I exchange confidences with my mentor/person who 3.667
helps me the most.
Career Development
My mentor/the person who helps me the most has 3.917
devoted special time and consideration to my
career.
My mentor/the person who is most helpful to me at 3.667
work helps me coordinate professional goals.
My mentor/the person who is most helpful to me at 4.083
work takes a personal interest in my career.
Role Modeling
I respect the ability of my mentor/the person who is
most helpful to me at work to teach others.
I try to model my behavior after my mentor/the
person who is most helpful to me at work
I admire the ability of my mentor/the person who is
most helpful to me at work to motivate others.
I consider my mentor/the person who is most
helpful to me at work to be a friend.

Qualitative Results
Upon completion of the quantitative data collection and analysis, the qualitative phase of
the study was implemented both to more deeply explain the quantitative results as well as answer
additional research questions regarding the nature of mentoring relationships and their impact on
epistemic beliefs that are not clearly answered quantitatively. The data was coded in MaxQDA
utilizing the visual tools feature to guide the development of the code book. Once coded, results
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were analyzed using a variety of measures including a domain analysis, taxonomy, and
complementary analysis research matrix application (CARMA).
Domain Analysis
According to Spradley (2016), a domain analysis classifies qualitative data into
categories of meaning. The domain analysis in the current study identified four categories, or
cultural domains, into which individual items are categorized. In such an analysis, the domain is
entitled as a cover term in which each included term is connected by a semantic relationship such
as “is a part of” (Spradley, 2016). For example, in this study Relationship (included item) is a
source of (semantic relationship) support or challenge (cover term). The four domains identified
are sources of support or challenge, types of activity, elements of responsibility, and types of
temporal elements. Each included item in the domain analysis was coded in the data between 13
and 138 times.
Eight items were identified for the first domain in which each item is a source of support
or challenge. These items include mentor, relationship, student, supervisor, boss, coordinator,
department, and authority. Thirteen items were identified as types of activity, including feel,
need, understand, find, learn, let, look/perceive, happen, change, meet, teach, share, and stay in
lane. The ten items that were elements of responsibility include work, way, job, position, interest,
place, program, whole, system, and process. Finally, the six items identified as types of temporal
elements are now, always, day, start, still, and previous.
Taxonomy
Following the domain analysis, a taxonomy was developed to further categorize items
within each domain and to help guide the CARMA analysis to follow. First, there are three levels
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of the taxonomy within the domain of sources of support and challenges. In the first level, the
two items were relationships (coded 57 times in the focus group transcripts) and department (13).
The second level under relationships consisted of authority (12), mentor (114), student (48), and
coordinator (13). The final level under authority consisted of supervisor (32) and boss (15).
There were two levels each under the domains of elements of responsibility and types of
activity. The first level of the taxonomy in elements of responsibility were systems (20) and
components, a commonality among the items but not coded directly in the data. The next level
under systems included process (17), program (21), job (45), and position (27). The
corresponding level below components included whole (21), way (79), place (22), work (138),
and interest (25). The first level under types of activity were active and passive. Like
components in the previous domain, active and passive were not part of the coding, but helped
more clearly categorize the types of activities. Under active, the taxonomy includes stay in your
lane/do as always done (13), teach (14), learn (26), change (19), share (13), look/perceive (24),
find (29), and meet (19). The items categorized under passive activity include happen (23),
understand (30), feel (50), let (24), and need (41). The final domain of temporal elements had
only a single level of the taxonomy consisting of all six items that were included in the domain
analysis: still (16), start (17), previous (15), day (18), always (23), and now (38).
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Table 10

Taxonomic Analysis
Taxonomy
1.

Support or Challenge
1.1 Relationships
1.1.1 Authority
1.1.1.2 Supervisor
1.1.1.3 Boss
1.1.2 Mentor
1.1.3 Student
1.1.4 Coordinator
1.2 Department

2. Elements of Responsibility
2.1 Systems
2.1.1 Process
2.1.2 Program
2.1.3 Job
2.1.4 Position
2.2 Components
2.2.1 Whole
2.2.2 Way
2.2.3 Place
2.2.4 Work
2.2.5 Interest

3. Activity
3.1 Active
3.1.1 Stay in Lane/Do as Always Done
3.1.2 Teach
3.1.3 Learn
3.1.4 Change
3.1.5 Share
3.1.6 Look, Perceive
3.1.7 Find
3.1.8 Meet
3.2 Passive
3.2.1 Happen
3.2.2 Understand
3.2.3 Feel
3.2.4 Let
3.2.5 Need
4. Temporal Elements
4.1 Still
4.2 Start
4.3 Previous
4.4 Day
4.5 Always
4.6 Now

Complementary Analysis Research Matrix Application
Complementary Analysis Research Matrix Application (CARMA) is an analytical tool
for qualitative research which compares the actual lived experience of study participants with
their ideal or expected experience (Putney, et al., 2006). The tool includes four columns, visible
in the overview below in Table 11. The first NoteTaking column includes data that addresses the
expected or ideal mentoring experiences shared by the participants, with their actual lived
experience descriptions in the second NoteTaking column, labeled Evident Implementation. The
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third column represents a transition to NoteMaking in which the researcher draws results and
conclusions by comparing the lived experience with the expectations described. Finally, in the
fourth column, the researcher includes recommendations to improve the status quo.

Table 11
Contemporary Analysis Research Matrix Application
Expectations or
Ideal Experience
Expectations of
mentoring
relationships
among higher
education
administrators.
Expectations
regarding the
assignment of
mentors or
opportunities to
organically identify
mentors.

Evident
Implementation

Results and
Conclusions

Actual experiences
with mentors in a
higher education
administration
setting.

Uncertainty regarding
how to find a mentor;
inconsistency in
experiences with
formal mentoring
programs.

Provide resources to
encourage and facilitate
the establishment of
informal mentoring
relationships.

Lack of mentoring for
employees working in
various types of
isolation.

Provide mentors to work
with employees isolated
by location, work
assignments, or
specialized roles.

Lack of mentoring
in certain areas or
lack of available
mentors to certain
employees.

Recommendations

The quantitative research questions were addressed through this analysis and guided by the
domain analysis and taxonomy.
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Explanatory Qualitative Phase
First, the CARMA was used to better understand and explain the mentoring functions and
epistemic beliefs that were measured in the quantitative phase of the study. While the
quantitative measures did not yield statistically significant results, there were clues that helped to
shape the direction and questions asked within the focus groups. Specifically, while there was
not a statistically significant difference in mentoring functions received between those who
perceived that they had a mentor and those who did not, every indicator of mentoring functions
did score higher for those perceiving that they did in fact have a mentor. Further, certain
questions asked in the EBI and the NFC that did not produce quantitatively significant results
were easily carried over to the qualitative phase. Specifically, these were questions related to the
epistemic cognition factors of omniscient authority and innate ability, the two factors that were
elusive in the confirmatory factor analysis.
Participants expressed that they had expected formally assigned mentors, more clearly
established processes and procedures, uniform expectations throughout the organization, and a
more direct focus on career advancement.
When I was teaching, I had experienced more mentoring, but it was teaching-mentoring,
to be better with students. Now as a bureaucrat, [mentoring is] just like try stuff. See what
happens, you know. Good luck. (Thomas).
Further, it was expected that mentors would be more knowledgeable and that their own job
responsibilities would have had more structure.
Coming from California… everything is in place. You have all the mechanisms that you
need, all the tools that you need to do your job. (Fred)
The actual experiences did create clarity regarding the relationship between epistemic cognition
and mentoring despite a lack of qualitative findings. The focus groups provided insight into
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times when participants found mentoring in unexpected places, or experienced epistemic growth
as a result of these mentoring relationships. For example, Fred shared that while he expected that
processes and procedures would be firmly established and implemented by higher authorities, he
did find a colleague who helped and guided him to develop processes that were missing rather
than expect someone in higher authority to tell him exactly how to do his job. In this way, Fred’s
mentor helped guide him towards growth in the epistemic beliefs factors of omniscient authority
and certain knowledge.
[She] kind of became a buddy of mine, a mentor, you know. She would guide me and
help me make things easier also. She guided me in those areas where I kinda could have
made my own system. We were without a vice president…at that particular time and
without an executive director in that particular office when I moved here, so we were
basically, you know, headless and there wasn’t anyone providing that ultimate guidance
or ultimate administration of the office. So, we kind of did our own thing, but she helped
me kind of understand how things worked here at the university… [I came from structure
in California] to basically no structure at all. But at least you have the help to actually
make our own system.
While the quantitative measures did not capture a direct relationship between mentoring
functions and epistemic development, several of the participants, like Fred, expressed
interactions with their mentors which led them to view leadership as more fluid and open to ideas
from all levels, and knowledge as growing, evolving, and complex instead of fixed.
I went to my mentor and I’m like, how can I communicate better with my supervisor and
advocate with a lot of high-level administrators. My mentor really walked through this
moment with me about what does that look like and she could explain that the job I do is
sometimes done by people in higher education, and sometimes by a social worker. She
explained the differences and why it is better for one person than another and to have
people doing the job with different backgrounds with their different perspectives, and I
had this “a-ha” moment and it just made sense.
In that interaction, Nancy came to understand that the higher level administrators were not in
possession of a uniquely held knowledge, but rather that bringing in experts with different lived
experiences is what in fact created the knowledge needed to help her students.
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Table 12
Research Question 5: Further explaining quantitative results
Expectations or
Ideal Experience

Evident
Implementation

Formal Mentor
Assignments

Informal, organic or
no mentoring at all

Career
Advancement
Focus

Inconsistent focus
on career
advancement

Uniform
Expectations

Expectations vary
greatly

Highly structured
processes

Opportunities to
develop or give
input to processes

Results and
Conclusions

Recommendations

Mentoring support less Help employees
readily available and
recognize mentoring in
less formally allocated its various forms
than expected.
Highlight examples of
Employees find
effective mentoring
themselves more
isolated/less supported Identify characteristics of
than elsewhere.
employees who may
experience isolation
Isolation based upon
location and/or job
specificity.

Expanded Qualitative Results
While a traditional explanatory mixed methods study utilized the qualitative results to
better understand the quantitative measures, this study pushed beyond that to delve more deeply
into understanding the mentoring relationships and epistemic beliefs of the participants, as well
as better understanding the different experiences of those who have a mentor and those who do
not. This section addressed an additional three research questions.
● How do emerging professionals in higher education perceive their actual mentoring
experiences compared to their mentoring expectations held when beginning their careers?
● How do emerging professionals in higher education describe interactions with their
mentors that challenge their epistemic beliefs?
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● How do emerging professionals in hgier education describe their interactions with those
who help them when the emerging professionals do not perceive them to be their
mentors?
Expected versus actual mentoring experiences
While most of the participants expected to have an assigned mentor and fall into a
smooth relationship with someone who fully understands their role, provides them with strong
support, and provides them with learning opportunities that challenge them to grow. The actual
experiences varied greatly. Some of the participants spoke of immediate camaraderie, a natural
gravitation, or shared interests with coworkers in similar roles. Other participants had differing
experiences including some in which a strong mentor left their workplace and their experience
changed abruptly. Jacob, for example had a strong mentoring relationship when he began his
current role, however, a change in leadership has left him struggling.
My mentor situation is sort of tricky because we had a prior [supervisor] who just
recently left and he was my mentor. I was connected to him and my initial relationship
[with him] was great. He told me about the ins and outs of everything that I had to do that
was in my scope and allowed me to even take training certificates to allow me to grow
and even pursue further education so I could pursue what I ultimately wanted to do which
is go to pharmacy school. Unfortunately, he took a different path in his career, but I now
have this new supervisor but it’s a bit trickier. My scope of practice is so different from
theirs.
Jacob found that the previous relationship stemmed from common backgrounds and interest
areas where his new supervisor has a different style, is more process-oriented and has a more
transactional approach in which he is not as willing to engage in mentoring his employees, at
least from Jacob’s perspective. Danielle expressed a similar issue.
I had a fantastic mentor along with three other people in the same position [as me] and
we were able to really just help each other out as a group. When she left … [and] they
finally replaced her, our supervisor was looking upon me and everyone else to try and get
the training she needed and so I really didn’t have a mentor for that year and a half.
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Others never really had a mentor at all. Several had expressed having formally requested mentors
that never materialized. Samuel signed up for a mentoring program but never heard back. James
works in an isolated field location and does not have opportunities for interaction with his
supervisor or coworkers. Vanessa, like Samuel, requested a mentor and was assigned to one,
however, it became evident that she was not receiving the mentoring functions that she expected.
I did sign that form asking for a mentor and I was I was assigned to someone. We had a
very nice conversation.She's a very nice woman. But, it became very obvious to me doing
the discussion that she couldn't be helpful because she also didn't know the answers to to
my questions. So it was, it was like the blind talking to the blind., I just think what I've
been doing all along is just reaching out to other people across campus in positions that
could answer my questions and they were all very helpful in answering my questions and
building those really it was really, I mean, it it was, it's just it's this constant work of
building the relationships.Building trust. That was the only way that, you know, I could. I
could get my job done, so your way was way more effective.

Table 13
Research Question 6: Perceptions of mentoring experiences compared to expectations
Expectations or
Ideal Experience

Evident
Implementation

Smooth and
seamless
relationships

Organic and
comfortable
relationships or
isolation

Guidance, support
and opportunities
to grow

Situationally
dependent

Results and
Conclusions

Recommendations

Relationships varied.
Function of isolation of
position by location or
by uniqueness of role.

Take steps to identify and
understand which
employees may be prone
to isolation due to job
location or specificity to
better direct mentoring
opportunities.
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Epistemic Beliefs
The focus groups revealed strongly held beliefs among the participants entering the field
regarding both certain knowledge and omniscient authority. A common thread throughout the
three focus groups was an expectation that there should be a right way to do things and that
people in positions of authority should be able to share that knowledge. Within the mentoring
relationship, however, is evidence that these preconceived understandings of certain knowledge
and omniscient authority were challenged. For example, Helen was encouraged by her mentor to
reframe her view of authority figures and see herself as an agent in educating them on the
knowledge that the authority figures needed in order to serve students experiencing unique
challenges.
In my position I have to interact with a log of high-level administrators [including] an
associate vice president who is not in my chain of command but is a key stakeholder to
the university, that without this person’s buy-in, students cannot stay in the university.
My mentor said I do need to kind of challenge this belief that the students I work with
should be able to do all the things that regular students do.
Helen’s mentor did continue to encourage her and coached her in better communicating and
troubleshooting situations in which her communication fell short in order to better educate this
key decision maker towards more positive outcomes for her students.
Likewise, Thomas was the newest person in his role on his team, and perceived that the
rest of the team were of a single mind when it came to decision making.
They always are like, hand in glove, the big boss and the other coordinators, because he
and the others had been around for a really long time…[when one coordinator] came
back from being sick, we talked to him and that wasn’t the case at all.
Thomas instead found that while other members of the team were pressuring him to make a
staffing change, he found that he did have more of a voice and decision making was not fully
top-down. Instead, there were opportunities for discussion and the other members of his team
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including the supervisor were willing to listen and consider other points of view. This is not to
say that, as one participant described, “we always did it this way syndrome” is not prevalent
within this university, it became clear that mentoring functions did impact participants’ ability to
challenge their preconceived notions of omniscient authority and certain knowledge.
We sometimes have to educate those in authority because they don’t understand our role
or what we’re asking for. Sometimes they think we are overstepping, but to me, that’s
them not understanding our role in what we do…It happens relatively frequently and then
once I find whoever we’re working with understands the “why” for what we’re asking,
and that we can collaborate with them, they are more open to working with us and seeing
the value of our work (Donna).
Thomas, Helen, and Donna all had mentors who encouraged them to understand that knowledge
had to be constructed in order for stakeholders to make decisions, and that those above them in
the organization did not have all of the answers. Epistemic growth, in these cases, appears to be a
function of mentoring support.

Table 14
Research Question 7: Mentoring interactions that challenged epistemic beliefs
Expectations or
Ideal Experience

Evident
Implementation

Results and
Conclusions

A view of university
leaders consistent
with epistemic
beliefs of omniscient
authority

Learning to
communicate and
educate leaders where
knowledge is absent

Epistemic
growth appears
to be a function
of mentoring
support.

Certainty of
knowledge beliefs
that there is a
“known” right way
of doing something

Understanding that
there is not necessarily
just one set of
knowledge and beliefs
shared by all
leadership

Recommendations
Create opportunities for
mentors and university
leadership to facilitate
opportunities for junior
employees to feel
comfortable sharing
knowledge.
Provide learning
opportunities fo employees
to point out obstacles to
student outcomes.
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Mentor or Most Helpful Person
Participants overall expected mentors to be formally assigned from within a work unit
and provide clear career development support. Actual experiences demonstrated less success
with formal mentoring assignments within the institution, and more psychosocial and role
modeling support than specific career development functions. Nancy had a mentor assigned from
outside of her department, and while she had expected specific career development support, she
described psychosocial mentoring functions such as friendship.
My peer mentor reached out to me on the second day that I started and we’ve become
friends and stuff. We met up a few times in the first few months for coffee and what not
and she’s in a different unit than I am, but then she actually moved her office and is now
on the same floor as mine, so I see her occasionally… It was nice to get a different
perspective on things that weren’t immediately in my unit because I feel like in my unit
we know a lot about different things going on, but it’s still nice to hear a different
perspective day-to-day wise.
Within her unit, Nancy does receive role modeling and coaching from her supervisor,
specifically in communication and diplomacy.
If I get a message about something that I’m working on from someone that is super
aggravating my first reaction is to be like, “oh my gosh, this person is so frustrating.” I
just want to reply with a sarcastic response, but I’ve dialed that back over the years. My
boss is very good about being diplomatic. Sometimes, I feel like it can be a little bit too
diplomatic.
Nancy further explained that following her boss’ style of diplomacy, she has learned how
to apply those skills when she can, but also use them to push back more assertively when
necessary without resorting to old habits that the role modeling and coaching she received has
helped her to overcome.
Similarly, Donna and Helen had been assigned peer mentors from outside of their
departments. Like Nancy, Donna had a successful relationship that helped her learn about the
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institution from a different perspective. Conversely, Helen made numerous attempts to reach out
to her assigned mentor who cancelled meetings three times prior to her giving up.
James described a circumstance in which he had neither a formal nor informal mentor.
His position is far more isolated than he expected, working at an offsite research location in a
remote area and a transactional supervisory relationship in which his communication with his
supervisor is limited primarily to emails regarding purchasing needs.
We communicate via email but it’s more of like a “so, can you buy this for me” kind of
situation versus a mentoring kind of thing. I wouldn’t even describe it as a mentor
relationship at all. I guess I didn’t expect to be out here. I [expected] to find myself more
with undergrads but things kind of shifted.
While individual experiences varied greatly regarding those who have mentors versus those who
do not perceive their relationships as being mentoring relationships, there were specific trends of
expectations of more formally established and assigned relationships, less professional isolation,
and more emphasis on unit specific career development.

Table 15
Research Question 8: Interactions with helpers not perceived to be mentors
Expectations or
Ideal Experience

Evident
Implementation

Results and
Conclusions

Recommendations

Formal mentoring
assignments
within units

Informal mentoring
for career
development, role
modeling

Greater emphasis
on career support

Professional
isolation impedes
mentoring
opportunities

Employees are
unaware of the
opportunities for or
how to seek informal
mentoring for a variety
of mentoring functions

Create greater
opportunities and
understanding of how to
seek mentoring functions
across one’s professional
network.
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Integration of Quantitative and Qualitative Data
The most significant findings in the quantitative analysis were the positive, moderate
correlation between certain knowledge and psychosocial mentoring functions, and the positive,
strong correlation between simple knowledge and role modeling mentoring functions. The
qualitative findings presented consistent descriptions of mentoring impacting the epistemic belief
categories of certain knowledge and simple knowledge as well as omniscient authority.
Additionally, while there was no significant difference in the experiences of those who perceived
they had a mentor and those who perceived they did not, the group answering that they had a
mentor averaged a higher score in every category of mentoring functions than those who did not.
The latter group comprised all but one participant in the focus groups, despite having invited
participants proportionately based upon the answer to that question. As such the descriptions of
their mentoring experience and functions received may be not be representative of the full
sample and additional data from those who answered that they did in fact have a mentor may
provide useful information.
Several of the participants began with expressing frustration that their roles were not well
defined, or that the processes and supports that they had experienced at other points in their
careers were not present. In the cases where strong psychosocial mentoring and role modeling
functions were described, there was opportunity for the creation of knowledge between the
mentor and the protégé that led to the development of new ways of fulfilling professional
responsibilities and serving students and stakeholders.
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Table 16
Qualitative and Quantitative Data Integration
MFQ

EBI

r

Qualitative Result

Psychosocial Functions
Exchange Confidences
Share Personal Problems

Certain Knowledge
No Right Answers
All There is to Know
Moral Truth
Matter of Opinion

.512

My perspective is, they're trying to do what
they think is right and we're trying to do what
we think is right and they're not being at least
from my perspective, and intentionally
obstinate. They're just trying to do their job.
And we're trying to do our job. So once we
have an understanding of what each other's
role is, and why we're asking for what we're
asking for, I find things tend to go very
smoothly.

Role Modeling Functions
Admire Ability to Teach Others
Admire Ability to Motivate Others

Simple Knowledge
Simpler than Believe
Focus on Facts
Easy to Understand

.961

We're constantly challenging each other with.
“Are you sure that's how it works?” “Did you
test it this way?” I think that that's actually a
daily part of our practice to be effective.
Those interactions are extremely valuable
because it's inquisitive and there's no
competitiveness. There's no ego. It's not ego
based. It's literally this is how we do our
jobs, and it's very rewarding to be able to
collaborate with somebody that always has
the “yes, and” or “the well, what if?” kind of
statements that follow anything, and you
grow. Rapidly.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
Summary
This study attempted to identify a causal relationship between psychosocial, career
development and role modeling mentoring functions on epistemic beliefs. While path analyses
did not identify statistically significant effects, there was a positive, moderate correlation
between psychosocial mentoring functions and epistemic cognition. Additionally, focus group
participants described in detail instances in which psychosocial mentoring functions received
coincided with epistemic growth, particularly in the areas of certain knowledge and omniscient
authority. Further, while there was not a statistically significant difference in mentoring functions
received between those participants stating that they had a mentor at work and those stating that
they did not, the mean of each mentoring functions indicator was higher for the individuals who
perceived themselves to be in a mentoring relationship.
Several related factors may account for the absence of quantitative significance including
the small sample size. This study took place in a period of time in which staff vacancies were
high and increasing. These vacancies happened disproportionately within the level of
administrator positions, which were the target of study. The individuals remaining in these
positions were faced with the direct impacts of the high turnover and vacancy rates that may
have resulted in increased workloads disincentivizing participation in a research project such as
this. Further, the study participants disproportionately represented a more experienced workforce
than what would have been expected as younger, less experiences workers were more likely to
have left their positions in the current conditions. Finally, the ongoing pandemic may have
affected the nature of mentoring relationships in ways that impacted the traditional measures.
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Sosik and Godshalk (2000) identified a relationship between transformational leadership
behaviors and mentoring relationship success that is reduced by workplace stress. In such
instances, the necessary support to the protégé’s development is absent, increasing the zone of
proximity of relationship and hindering mentoring impacts (Wang & Millward, 2014). There is
also little evidence in either the quantitative or qualitative data to indicate an institutional culture
which encourages and rewards mentoring of higher education administrators (Johnson, 2007;
Burke, 1984).
Interpretation of Findings
Mentoring functions and epistemic beliefs
Psychosocial mentoring functions were hypothesized to be predictive of epistemic beliefs
among higher education administrators. However, the data did not support this hypothesis.
Despite a strong model fit and a moderate positive correlation with the certain knowledge factor,
there was no significant relationship between psychosocial functions and epistemic cognition. In
fact, while there was a correlation with the certain knowledge factor, there was actually a weak
negative correlation between psychosocial functions and the factors of simple knowledge and
innate ability.
There are several possibilities as to why there is a correlation between psychosocial
mentoring functions and certain knowledge. First, through the psychosocial functions of
mentoring, individuals develop their skills of self-observation, self-reaction, and agency (Schunk
& Mullen, 2013; Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997; Bandura, 2000) gaining new knowledge about
themselves. Additionally, it may be through these functions that the higher education
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administrators are learning to navigate the incongruency between their own knowledge and their
working environments (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994).
The correlation between psychosocial mentoring functions and certain knowledge in the
absence of a causal relationship may indicate related factors that lead to individuals with such
epistemic beliefs to be more open to mentoring as opposed to mentoring functions leading to the
beliefs held. For example, learning goal similarity among mentors and protégés, mastery
approach goals and entrepreneurial self-efficacy may be mediating factors that were not
considered directly in this study (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Egan, 2005; Turban & Lee, 2007; &
St-Jean, et al., 2018).
Conversely, the instrument used for measuring the mentoring functions, and in particular
the psychosocial functions, may have been directly impacted by the conditions created by the
pandemic. While the original instrument was reduced to the 15-question version that was adapted
for this study and further reduced the instrument to a nine-question version (Scandura & Ragins,
1993; Hu, 2008). Pellegrini and Scandura (2005) found that the nine-question version was more
accurate in measuring functions among those who were dissatisfied in their relationships;
however, the longer version was more accurate in measuring those satisfied with their
relationships. The CFA conducted in this study found the nine-question model to be a better fit to
the data, but with one item measuring the friendship function loading not on the psychosocial
factor as expected but rather on the role modeling factor. This might be impacted on the
changing understanding of friendship during the pandemic as something less social than
traditionally experienced and may have impacted the findings, including the correlation between
role modeling and simple knowledge.
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As with the psychosocial functions, it was hypothesized that career development and role
modeling functions of mentoring would be predictors of epistemic beliefs. However, no
statistically significant evidence was found to support these hypotheses in the current study.
Further, while there was a moderate positive correlation between psychosocial mentoring
functions and certain knowledge, no similar correlations were revealed in the quantitative data
related to the career development and role modeling functions. Nevertheless, the small number
of participants, an overrepresentation of more experienced administrators, and the impact of the
pandemic may have had an impact on the findings.
Presence of a mentor
The last quantitative hypothesis to be tested was whether there is a significant difference
in epistemic beliefs between those who perceive they are in a mentoring relationship and those
who do not perceive that they are in a mentoring relationship. There was no statistically
significant difference between the two groups either in the mentoring functions received nor in
epistemic beliefs. However, it should be noted that those indicating that the group identifying as
having mentors scored higher than those indicating that they did not have a mentor for each
indicator of mentoring functions received. This can be indicative of a more intentional
relationship focused on psychosocial and career support (Wang & Millward, 2014; and Shabani,
2016). While it is possible, and the data indicates that there are mentoring functions received by
those identified as the “person who is most helpful” to those indicating that they do not have a
mentor, that there is an added level of trust and greater commitment on the parts of both the
mentor and protégé in working together (Kram, 1983; Noe, 1988; Haines, 2003).
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Explanatory Phase
The explanatory phase of the qualitative analysis helped to provide a deeper
understanding of the mentoring experiences and epistemic beliefs of the participants. The
CARMA analysis revealed a prevailing expectation that mentoring relationships are assigned
through a process. However, few of the formally assigned relationships were described as
particularly helpful. This is consistent with prior research which indicates that such formal
mentoring assignment slack the psychosocial impact of organically formed mentoring
relationships (Hu, et al., 2016), and are more likely to dissipate sooner than those in informal
relationships (Qian, et al., 2014). The most successful of the formally established relationships
described provided the participants with someone to meet for coffee and serve as a sounding
board from outside of their direct work units. More often, however, these assigned mentors were
likely to cancel meetings, and simply stop responding to requests from their assigned protégés.
Conversely, participants who were found to be in informal, organic mentoring
relationships within their work units described their experiences as more reciprocal and
productive, in which they received feedback, strategizing, and friendship. This was particularly
apparent in the descriptions provided by Nancy and Helen with regard to the supportive
environments and relationships within their units. Nancy’s direct feedback and assistance with
diplomatic communication, or the support Helen received in providing guidance to senior
leadership is consistent with previous research (Higgins & Kram, 2001; Kram & Isabella, 2018).
Likewise, the personal growth demonstrated by Nancy and Helen in which they began to
question what they understood about communication, sought opportunities to learn new
techniques and implemented those techniques that were gained through mentoring was consistent
with the interrelated components of epistemic change as described by Bendixen and Rule (2004).
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In each instance, the protégé experienced epistemic doubt when their knowledge of how to
communicate in the workplace no longer met their needs. They demonstrated epistemic volition
in taking responsibility for this situation and turning to their mentors to help guide them toward a
resolution strategy in which they internalized and operationalized new knowledge to help them
in their professional growth and success (Bendixen & Rule, 2004).
While the successful mentoring relationships shared in the focus groups show evidence of
impact on epistemic cognition, not every participant shared in these mentoring experiences.
Mentoring was inconsistent in part based upon employee isolation. This isolation came either in
the form of location in which the employee worked apart from other members of their unit, or
because the nature of their job was so different from those of their coworkers, others in their
work unit struggled to relate with or understand what the participants role is.
The CARMA analysis compares existing experiences, or evident implementation, to the
desired ideal experience with the intention of improving systems, and as such, CARMA research
provides recommendations for improvement. In this regard, the institution should provide
resources to help employees recognize and understand how informal, organic mentoring
relationships can develop, and what functions they may provide. Further, it is recommended that
leadership better understand the isolation experienced by employees as a result of unique
functions or locations and how it impacts their mentoring experiences and professional growth.
These qualitative findings may indicate that there is a greater relationship between
mentoring and epistemic beliefs than the quantitative data demonstrate. This may be partially
explained by the small number of participants and the homogenous composition of the sample.
While there was diversity in the sample of higher education administrators, the fact that this was
a highly experienced and highly educated group who choose to work in the field of higher
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education may account for uniformly higher development of epistemic cognition regardless of
mentoring. The findings do support a need for further research with a larger pool across a greater
variety of professions.
Mentoring Relationships
Mentoring relationship vary greatly and are impacted by the availability of coworkers to
the emerging higher education administrators who are willing to connect, engage, and take an
interest in their professional success. Movement within the organization can disrupt these
relationships if the mentor leaves the university or unit in which the relationship formed. When
this happens, the protégé often has difficulty building new relationships with new leadership. In
cases reported, the common factor appears to be a boundary set by the new leadership to such a
relationship forming. While mentoring relationships cannot be forced as effectively as those that
grow organically, (Hu, et al., 2016), implementation of management techniques that provide
appropriate scaffolding for employees to better develop the skills necessary to perform their key
functions could mitigate the impact of these changes. (Daniels, 2001; Robbins, 2001; Shabani,
2016).
The use of scaffolding is indicative of a mentor that is concerned with helping their
protégé learn how to solve a particular problem rather than simply solving it for them, and was
described throughout the findings in the experiences of participants (Wang & Millward, 2014). A
mentoring interaction is most likely to occur when the protégé needs assistance in solving a
problem and are motivated to be receptive to the feedback of a mentor. In the data, these
interactions were most successful when the mentor was willing to discuss the problem with the
participant, and to admit when there is no existing solution. This empowered the individual to
develop their own solutions, but also demystified the mentor. Since previous research shows that
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protégés who overestimate the skill of their mentors experience lower levels of career
development and mentoring functions than those who underestimate their mentors, the current
study may help to reframe those findings in terms of epistemic growth.
While Kram (1983) described mentoring relationships as most likely to form between
young adults and older colleagues, this study did not find this consistently to be the case. Rather,
several of the more experienced participants were able to find mentors who were similar to
themselves where many of the younger participants struggled to find strong mentoring
relationships. In some ways, this is comparable to the concept of proximal mentoring in which
someone who is close in ability and experience to the learner serves in a role of providing
feedback, content, clarification, guidance, and modeling (Gunn, 2008). In this context, the word
proximal represents the same closeness in ability described by Vygotsky (1978) in the zone of
proximal development. In proximal mentoring, this closeness can provide a greater connection
between mentor and protégé, however, there may be more limited learning as a result of the
greater proximity. In other words, a more experienced mentor may be able to teach more and
with greater knowledge guide the protégé farther along in learning while a proximal mentor may
not have sufficient skill to guide the protégé as far. Nevertheless, this may be offset by a greater
connection formed within the mentoring relationship (Gunn, 2008).
This may be in part attributed to the isolation caused by the pandemic, as well as the
isolation previously described regarding individuals working remotely or in locations apart from
the rest of their work units, or as a result of individuals working in assignments that are
necessary for the success of their units, but with roles unfamiliar to their leadership and coworkers. Previous research has indicated that mentoring relationships are more difficult to come
by for women (Haines, 2003), however, focus group data does not suggest that to be the case.
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This however may relate to men in this sample having more likely described that they work in
physical isolation from their coworkers.
Without interviewing mentors, it is difficult to discern their motivations for helping the
participants. Despite this difficulty, the one category of mentor motivation that was evident in the
protégé’s descriptions was self-interest (Larson, et al., 2016). In those cases where it was
described, the mentor’s assistance was more specifically tied to a desire for success of their unit
than necessarily to the success and advancement of the protégé. This finding seems to contradict
Applebaum, et al. (1994) assertion that mentoring is both altruistic and unselfish. While some of
the participants mentioned mentoring interactions that were intended to empower the protégé or
help them grow in their careers, the nature of this study did not produce evidence of other
mentoring motivations. Further absent in the descriptions of mentoring experiences were
evidence of social networks or personal boards (Parker, Kram, & Hall, 2014; Shen, Cotton, &
Kram, 2015). Peer mentoring, and reciprocal mentoring relationships were described more
consistently than expected, particularly among the participants who were later in their careers.
These descriptions coincided with the collegial-peer category of peer mentors in which
friendship is enhanced by career feedback and strategizing.
Finally, the descriptions of the mentoring relationships that stand out in the focus group
data are those most closely related to the psychosocial functions of friendship, acceptance and
confirmation, and counseling. These relationships were described in terms of going for coffee,
bouncing ideas, or a general sense of collegiality. In these cases, the participants provided details
on instances where they became empowered to question previously held beliefs and develop
their own knowledge for the workplace.
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Epistemic Beliefs
As previously discussed, the measurement of epistemic cognition has proven challenging
over time, and particularly so in instances with small samples as is the case in the present study.
While the quantitative findings were inconclusive, the qualitative data provided clear evidence of
mentoring influencing two of five of Schommer’s (1988, 1990) hypothesized epistemological
beliefs, specifically certain knowledge and omniscient authority. The findings yielded rich
details in the way in which participants were encouraged by their mentors to construct new
knowledge to solve problems even when their initial expectation was that the mentor or other
leadership would simply give them the “right” answer. This finding supports earlier assertions
that learners come to understand knowledge as infinite and evolving, and not simply handed
down by those in authority (Hofer & Bendixen, 2012). Further, the nature of the descriptions,
such as Fred’s efforts to build systems that were already in place when he previously worked in
another state, or Carla’s transition from teaching faculty to administrator, that epistemic
cognition is specific to individual disciplines (Greene, et al., 2016). While Fred and Carla had
already know that knowledge evolves in the context of their previous experience, their
opportunities to build structure, guide their own leadership, and create knew knowledge among
their colleagues is indicative of topic specific epistemological development.
Most notable and nearly universal in the findings was evidence of the integrative model
for personal epistemology (Bendixen & Rule, 2004). Throughout the focus groups, participants
described instances of epistemic doubt, their use of epistemic volition, and the subsequent
resolution strategies to which the volition led them, through the guidance of or lack of support
from a mentor. The elements of this process are particularly evident in the taxonomy in which
terms such as “teach,” “learn,” “stay in lane,” “change,” and “share” are prominent throughout
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the dialogue. This was evident in a recurring pattern in which the employee started in their
current position expecting clearly defined roles, expectations, processes and support systems.
Invariably, the participants discovered that their roles were not clearly defined, but rather had
either overlap with other individuals or units, or had gaps in which certain tasks were not
assigned to them or to anyone else, and therefore remained incomplete.
Following these realizations, the participants described interactions with formal mentors,
informal mentors, or supervisors with the expectation of receiving clarification. However,
instead of clarification, the participants learned that the knowledge they sought was not
available. This realization marked the introduction of both epistemic doubt and disequilibrium.
The knowledge would not come about except through discussions with their colleague in which
alternatives were discussed. This mediation leading to the construction of knowledge is
representative of socio-cultural theory in which the more knowledgeable other is able to help the
employee complete a task (e.g. defining their role), that the employee was unable to do without
their assistance (Vygotsky, 1934; Clapper, 2015). Through mentoring, the employee is
empowered to create their own knowledge of the scope and limitations of their current role, and
begin to develop their own epistemic tools to fulfil their responsibilities, representing epistemic
volition (Bendixen & Rule, 2004).
In the case of Thomas, having previously experienced more mentoring, his career
transition led him to just “try stuff.” Taken in the full context, it appears that Thomas is not
experiencing less mentoring, but that he is experiencing mentoring in a new way in which he is
challenged to rely more heavily upon his own epistemic volition and create his own resolution
strategies (Bendixen & Rule, 2004). This approach runs counter to his previous experiences in
the military and in the classroom where he was simply given tasks and direction from individuals
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in authority, and followed previously identified and certain steps. In short, Thomas has
experienced change both in his understanding of certainty of knowledge and omniscient
authority. While it would appear that the participant did not view the change in mentoring
approach to be positive, it is consistent with the reduction of scaffolding as the learner’s ZPD
evolves (Clapper, 2015). Further, while Thomas’ mentoring experiences have changed, his
notions of what a mentor should or should not do may remain the same, however in time, that
may evolve as well, and Thomas will learn that when he is serving as a mentor instead of the
protégé, that he found “just trying stuff” to have greater value than having an authority tell him
how to do his job with specificity. Carla’s descriptions of her evolving mentoring relationship
moving from teacher to administrator seem to support this notion. In this regard, the sense and
meaning of the term mentor has changed through the refraction of perezhevanie (Michell, 2016;
McCafferty, 2018).

Data Integration
The mentoring functions of friendship, acceptance, and confirmation, in a manner that is
consistent with the underlying theory. Through these mentoring functions, the protégé receives
the support and scaffolding to develop skills and grow beyond the zone of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1934; Wang & Millward, 2014). The effect of these psychosocial functions,
according to previous research and supported in the current study depends on similarity between
the mentor and the protégé which positively impact self-efficacy and self-regulatory skills
(Schunk & Mullen, 2013; St-Jean, at al., 2018). These functions, friendship, acceptance and
confirmation, counseling, and role modeling are described as providing the participants the
support they need to guide them through epistemic doubt when they learn that knowledge in their
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profession is not finite or held by an omniscient authority, and may be more complex than they
would have expected (Bendixen & Rule, 2004; Schommer, 1990).

Implications
This mixed methods study was conducted with a small sample of a limited scope of
employees within a single organization, and is not generalizable. However, within this
organization and perhaps others like it, there are direct implications of the findings. The
correlation between psychosocial mentoring skills and epistemic cognition can have significance
in conversations regarding organizational dynamics. Creating a culture in which employees feel
supported in the psychosocial functions may lead to greater development in the epistemic beliefs
categories of certain knowledge and omniscient authority. This potential is impeded in situations
in which the employee is isolated from potential mentors and peer mentors either through their
primary work location or through unique specialization of their roles that set them apart from
other colleagues. Organizations can provide resources to encourage and facilitate the
establishment of informal mentoring relationships. This should include educating new and
continuing employees on how to seek specific mentoring functions from their existing
relationships, even in situations that a single mentor may not provide all nine functions.
Additionally, training supervisors and managers to identify which employees may be isolated or
otherwise benefit from informal mentoring, and how they can provide one or more mentoring
functions to those they supervise as well as their peers.
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Mentoring occurs in many forms. Kram (1983) recognized that mentoring relationships
typically are dyads with an older and a younger colleague, however, the organization may benefit
from highlighting examples of effective mentoring in a variety of categories including peer
mentors and mentoring networks (Parker, Kram, & Hall, 2014; Shen, Cotton, & Kram, 2015).
The relationships highlighted in this study demonstrated that not all of the participants were
younger than their mentors were, nor did they stop seeking mentors as their careers advanced. By
highlighting different types of mentoring relationships, potential protégés may come to
understand that they can receive the benefits of mentoring outside of a formal assignment
process.
If successful, these implications will have a direct impact on the epistemic cognition of
higher education administrators. Simply by challenging existing perceptions of the meaning of
“mentor,” and what such a relationship entails will create epistemic doubt regarding previously
held beliefs. Throughout the data, it was revealed that perceptions of mentors had evolved over
the course of the participants’ respective careers. As this evolution occurred, the administrators
became more keenly aware that there was not a central repository of knowledge nor was
knowledge stagnant. As a result, by building this concept into employee training and mentoring
relationships, universities can expedite the cognitive development of its employees and empower
them to appropriately challenge ineffective processes and create new ones ensuring successful
outcomes.
Future Research
The current study relied upon a very small sample. However, a moderate correlation
between psychosocial mentoring functions and epistemic cognition along with a deeper
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understanding of the impact of mentoring relationships on participants’ epistemic beliefs
indicates that there is much more to understand. Replicating this study with a large group of
higher education administrators at a variety of universities can provide a significantly greater
understanding of the impact of mentoring on epistemic beliefs. Within the field of higher
education administration, however, there are certain shared characteristics that may, even with a
larger sample, impede generalizability of the data to other professional groups. A large-scale
quantitative study measuring epistemic beliefs and mentoring functions would help to generate a
better understanding while taking into consideration other factors unique to the profession of
higher education administration that may impact the results of such future research. As noted in
previous research, the measurement instruments utilized may be impacted by smaller sample
sizes reducing their usability. A larger scale study may improve the results of the factor analysis
as well as provide findings that are more generalizable.
This research was conducted among a population that did not have a shared
understanding of what mentoring is, and what constitutes a mentoring relationship or have an
understanding of epistemic cognition. Future research in which a control group is compared
measured with another group that has an intervention in which participants work with mentors
who are provided training in epistemic cognition and how to challenge their protégé’s epistemic
beliefs would provide useful knowledge. Likewise, a study in which two groups of potential
protégés in which a control group is compared to one that has been provided training in seeking
mentoring functions.
This study was designed to measure the impact of mentoring on epistemic beliefs as an
outcome. However, epistemic cognition may have significant bearing on career satisfaction, selfefficacy, promotions, and other career factors taking into consideration mentoring experiences.
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Finally, further research is necessary to create instruments that are specifically designed to
measure epistemic beliefs in the workplace. The instruments used for this study were adapted
from those developed for measuring knowledge gained from academic sources. The application
of these instruments in this manner may not have been the appropriate tool for what was to be
measured. A mixed methods study that could help derive the questions to ask in an instrument
designed to measure understanding of the nature of workplace knowledge gathered outside of an
academic scope.
Limitations
This modified sequential explanatory mixed-methods study drew its subject pool from a
single profession and a single employer. Therefore, the findings may not be generalizable across
other fields or even other universities. As the purpose of this study was to determine whether
there may be a relationship between mentoring functions received and epistemic cognition, it is
appropriate to begin with such a sample to reduce the risk of misattributing the impact of other
unknown factors such as institutional culture. The study was also subject to memory effects
because the participants are reflecting upon past experiences within the focus groups.
Twice as many individuals reported not having a mentor than reported having a mentor
and were invited proportionally to participate in the focus groups. However, only one participant
who answered in the affirmative participated in the focus group. It is likely that this imbalance in
focus group participation has significance, but there is not sufficient data to determine what that
significance might be.
This study was conducted during a massive global pandemic and an unprecedented
period of employee turnover. As a result, the level of disruption to institutional culture, increases
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in remote work, more restrictive in-person contact, and a transition of many meetings to a virtual
space may have contributed significantly to the qualitative and quantitative findings in ways that
may not be discerned without future study. These conditions further reduced the size of the
available sample in a way impacted the demographic make-up of the subject pool.
Conclusion
The current study demonstrates that there is much to learn about the impact of mentoring
on epistemic cognition. This research provided a snapshot of a group of higher education
administrators in a unique period of time. While the field of educational psychology often
focuses on student learning within an academic setting, or on preparation programs for future
educators, this research examined the adult learning experiences of educational administrators
learning through their everyday responsibilities and encounters. This study used well established
instruments that have been used for the study of both mentoring and epistemic beliefs, however,
the setting in which they were used may indicate that different instruments should be developed
for the measurement of these phenomena in a non-academic setting.
Nevertheless, the qualitative element and the integration of the quantitative and
qualitative findings provided ample evidence that there is an impact of mentoring on epistemic
beliefs. Administrators who participated in this study shared many examples of facing challenges
that caused epistemic doubt, and a reliance on mentors to assist them through their zone of
proximal development to create new resolution strategies to solve the problems that they faced in
carrying out their professional responsibilities.
In addition to providing evidence that psychosocial mentoring functions relate to the
epistemic belief categories of certain knowledge and omniscient authority, the current study
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provided evidence that there may be inequities in the availability of mentoring opportunities to
higher education administrators within the subject organization. While the sample is too small to
be generalizable, the nature of these inequities may indicate a likelihood of barriers to mentoring
relationships in this organization and elsewhere.
Further research should be conducted to better ascertain the ways in which mentoring can
promote epistemic development and improve career growth and satisfaction, as well as how
organizations may benefit from better educating workforces on providing and receiving
mentoring functions as well as understanding the nature of knowledge.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHICS
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APPENDIX C
MENTORING FUNCTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX D
EPISTEMIC BELIEFS INVENTORY
For each of the statements below, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with each
statement in regard to workplace knowledge in your current position in higher education
administration.
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APPENDIX E
NEED FOR COGNITION SURVEY
For each of the statements below, please indicate to what extent the statement is characteristic of
you in regard to your current position in higher education administration. If the statement is not
at all like you please select "extremely uncharacteristic;" if the statement is very much like you,
please select "extremely characteristic." Of course, a statement may be neither extremely
uncharacteristic nor extremely characteristic of you; if so, please use the choices in the middle of
the scale that describes the best fit.
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